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ABSTRACT




T h e  research reported  in this d issertation  concerns th e  estim ation  and  cancel­
la tion  of friction in control system s. For purposes of analysis, th e  C oulom b friction 
m odel, th e  “ex tended” Coulom b friction m odel as well as dynam ic friction m odels are 
used. In add ition , for system s w ith  m ultip le degrees-of-freedom , a  general m atrix  
rep resen ta tion  of friction is presented.
For th e  design of the  friction estim ators, the  theory  of non linear observers is 
applied. In particu la r, for a system  w ith m ultiple degrees-of-freedom , holonom ic 
constra in ts , and m ultiple friction sources, th ree  different observers are presented 
to  es tim a te  th e  friction force or torque. T he first (G eneralized Coulom b Friction 
O bserver) is designed by assum ing th a t friction is described by th e  classical Coulom b 
m odel; th e  second (Generalized Tracking Observer) considers friction as a  system  
unknow n constan t input; and the  th ird  (G eneralized D ynam ic F riction O bserver) is 
designed by assum ing th a t friction is described by a dynam ic m odel.
For th e  analysis of the perform ance of the  proposed estim ato rs , two cases are 
considered. F irst considered is th e  case where both  th e  system  “positions” and 
“velocities” are available for m easurem ents. Second considered is th e  case where 
only th e  system  “positions” can be m easured. In the  first case, th e  observers use 
th e  m easurem ents of the s ta tes  to  es tim ate  the  friction forces. In th e  second case, 
an  add itional reduced-order velocity observer is used to  e s tim ate  th e  unm easured 
“velocities” .
T he  problem  of friction cancellation in a system  w ith  m ultip le  degrees-of- 
freedom , ex terna l inputs and friction sources is also addressed. Necessary and
sufficient conditions are derived for cancellation of th e  friction. T he conditions are 
based on th e  relative d istribu tion  of th e  system  inpu ts  and friction sources a t the  
different system  degrees-of-freedom . W hen cancellation is possible, a  control law for 
accom plishing it is presented.
T he effectiveness of th e  proposed algorithm s for friction estim ation  and  cancel­
la tion  is dem onstrated  by sim ulations. The observers are applied and com pared in 
system s w ith  linear as well as nonlinear dynam ics.
Finally, experim ental d a ta  for the  different friction com pensators are taken  and 
com pared, using an experim ental appara tus bu ilt for th is  purpose. T he resu lts  of 
th e  experim ents confirm  th e  theory  and dem onstrate  th a t friction can be es tim ated  
and  cancelled by th e  algorithm s developed in th is research.
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PREFACE
Friction is a  paradox. M ost m echanical system s need friction to  operate . It is 
undesirable, however, in control system s since its presence lim its th e  system  s ta tic  
accuracy and  causes lim it cycles (the  “s lip -stick” phenom enon) a t low velocities. It 
still rem ains as a phenom enon not very well defined and  explained.
To reduce friction in a  control system , passive techniques (such as im proved 
lubrication , air bearings, m agnetic bearings) are com m onplace. T hese techniques, 
however, are n o t always adequate, and som etim es active friction  cancellation 
techniques are  used. T he sim plest of these is d ither: noise in serted  a t th e  po in t 
of control. This technique is very sim ple, bu t it cannot always be used in high 
precision operation  since it m ay resu lt in unacceptable v ibrations. M ore recently  
control engineers have sought to  am eliorate th e  effects of friction by using m ore 
sophisticated  m easures to  counteract its effects such as high gain PD  control, m odel 
based feedback, jo in t torque control, m odel reference adaptive control or adap tive  
pulse w id th  control.
In th is d issertation , th ree  m ethods for estim ating  and com pensa ting  friction 
are presented. Two of them  are m odel-based while the  th ird  considers friction as an 
unknow n bias system  param eter. A com parative study  of th e  m ethods is conducted 
by sim ulations and  experim entally.
T he thesis is organized as follows: C hap ter 1 contains a  brief h istoric and 
scientific in troduction  concerning research in the area  of friction. C hap te rs  2, 3 and 
4 deal w ith  th e  estim ation  of Coulom b and “ex tended” C oulom b friction  for the 
cases of one degree-of-freedom  system s w ith m easurable “position” and  “velocity” , 
one degree-of-freedom  system s w ith unm easurable “velocity” and  m ultip le  degree- 
of-freedom  system s, respectively. In C hap ter 5 th e  problem  of fric tion  cancellation 
is addressed in a m ultiple degree-of-freedom  system  with m ultip le friction  forces and 
controls. C hap ters 6  and 7 deal w ith th e  estim ation  of “dynam ic” friction in a  single
and  m ultip le degree-of-freedom  system , respectively. C h ap te r 8 , p resents experi­
m en ta l resu lts. The algorithm s proposed in the previous chap ters are im plem ented 
on an experim ental apparatus and experim ental d a ta  are collected, analyzed and 
in te rp re ted . Finally, in C hapter 9, the  work presented in th is thesis is sum m arized 
and  suggestions for fu ture research are presented.
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CHAPTER 1
FRICTION: A N  EVERYDAY PHYSICAL PHENOM ENO N
Friction is an im p o rtan t phenom enon th a t appears in m ost everyday operations in 
m any of which it is necessary. In control applications, however, friction is often 
undesirab le because it effects precision and accuracy in system  perform ance as well 
as system  stability.
O wing to its im portance, m any researchers have been involved w ith friction , 
try ing  to  explain and  describe the  friction phenom enon and  to  give some solutions 
to  th e  problem  of friction com pensation. According to  A rm strong-H elouvry  (1991), 
who published a  m onograph w ith an extensive friction historical background, th e  first 
researcher, who stud ied  the  friction phenom enon was Leonardo D a Vinci in 1452. 
Leonardo described friction as a  force independent of the  con tact area, opposite  to 
th e  m otion and proportional to  the  perpendicular to  th e  surface force. His work, afte r 
being hidden for years, was rediscovered by A m ontons in 1699 and la ter developed 
by C oulom b (1785) (F igure 1.1a). They all described th e  friction in a  system  w ith  
nonzero velocity. T his friction was called kinetic friction. In 1833 M orin in troduced  
s ta tic  friction which corresponds to  velocities very close to  zero or zero. A few years 
la te r, in 1866, Reynolds described viscous friction which appears in con tact w ith 
liquids. T he com bination of those th ree different friction forces, s ta tic , k inetic and  
viscous, constitu tes th e  basic zero-m em ory friction m odel which is extensively used 
by researchers until th e  present (F igure 1.1b). Finally, in 1902, a  b e tte r  exp lanation  
for th e  transition  period between s ta tic  and kinetic friction a t  low velocities was 
given by Stribeck. (F igure 1 .1 c)
T he system atic study  of friction becam e the  science of tribology during  the  
first half of the  20th century. O ne goal of the new science was to  explain th e  friction 







F ig u r e  1 . 1  Classical friction models (friction versus velocity) (a) Coulom b kinetic 
friction m odel, (b) S tatic  plus viscous friction m odel and (c) S ta tic  plus viscous plus 
S tribeck friction model.
developm ent of b e tte r  lubricants which can be very effective in the  reduction  of th e  
friction betw een two surfaces.
A fter the World W ar II, a more theoretical approach to  th e  phenom enon of 
friction in control systems sta rted  to appear. For the analysis, theoretical tools like 
describing function theory, m athem atical m odeling and s ta te  space techniques have 
been developed and used. In addition, num erous experim ents have been conducted  
in order to  observe and describe the friction phenom enon.
1.1 Mathematical Models of Friction
Several m athem atical models have been proposed to describe the  effects of friction 
in different applications. These models can be classified into two different categories:
• “zero m em ory” models
• “dynam ic” models
1.1.1 Zero Memory Friction Models
T he first proposed zero m em ory friction m odel is the  C oulom b m odel described as
F  — asgn(w)
w here F  is th e  friction, a is the  friction m agnitude, and v is th e  velocity. T he friction 
m ag n itu d e  a is generally proportional to  th e  norm al force Fn:
a = cFn
w here c is the  “coefficient of fric tion” , a dimensionless param eter. T he  norm al force 
F n m ay be tim e varying, depending upon w hat is happening  elsew here in th e  system . 
T his investigation regards th e  p roduct a =  cFn as an undeterm ined  p aram eter to  be 
estim ated .
T ustin  (1947) proposed a  m odel th a t considers friction  to  be a  decaying 
exponen tia l function of the  relative velocity,
F  = [Fk + (F, -  F k) e ^ ] s g n ( v )
w here Fs, F k and F  is s ta tic , k inetic and  to ta l friction, respectively, while v  and  vc 
is th e  velocity and the characteristic  velocity a t which s ta r ts  th e  k inetic  friction, 
respectively. This model helps to  describe the  macroscopic lim it cycle behavior th a t 
takes place in servo-m echanism s w ith  a  negative viscous friction force.
Bo and  Pavulescu (1982) presented  an  exponential m odel of th e  form:
F  = [Fk -I- {Fs -  .Ffc)e- ( « )n]sgn(t;)
In th e  above equation  a  and n  are ad justab le  em pirical param eters . M ore precisely, 
n  has been found to  range from  0.5 to  1.0. Fuller (1984) suggested n  to  be very large 
if th e re  is effective lubrication.
A rm strong-H elouvry (1991) explored the  friction behavior of a  brush type d -c  
servo m otor driven mechanism w ith gearing. For his analysis he em ployed T ustin ’s
m odel and specified th e  param eters of the m odel to  fit the  experim ental d a ta . Specif­
ically, he found F3 =  9.56, Fa — Fk = 1.13 and vc = 0.019. Furtherm ore, he exam ined 
different em pirical m odels in order to  describe Stribeck friction. M ore precisely, he 
used T u stin ’s m odel (Fs — Fk)e~v^Vs, a G aussian m odel (F/, — Fk)e~^v^v^ 2, a  G aussian 
m odel w ith offset (F3 — Fk)e~ ^v~v° ^ v^ 2, a Lorentzian m odel, proposed by Hess and 
Soom, (Fs — F k) r r and a  polynom ial m odel. He concluded th a t  th e  m odels 
to  consider are th e  “tw o-break” Gaussian m odel, th e  Lorentzian m odel and  the  
G aussian w ith  offset. In addition, for com pliant m otion, he applied th e  Bo and 
Pavulescu m odel w ith  n — 2 and a  to  be 0.0053 or 0.035.
C anudas de W it et al. (1991) addressed th e  problem  of m odeling and  com pen­
sation  of friction a t velocities close to  zero. A new m odel, linear in p aram eters , 
w ith  zero m em ory, which captures the downward bends a t low velocity was used to 
adaptively  com pensate for friction. This m odel, in com bination w ith  an adap tive  
com puted  to rque m ethod, was tested  experim entally  in a  robot m an ipu la to r.
Gogoussis and  D onath  (1987, 1990, 1993), proposed a  m odel which describes 
Coulom b friction in th e  bearings and transm issions of robot m an ipu la to rs. In 
add ition , they  stud ied  friction and its effects for the  forw ard dynam ics problem  for 
robots.
1.1.2 Dynamic Friction Models
D ynam ic friction includes hysteresis effect a t zero velocity (F igure 1.2). T he dynam ic 
friction m odels can be divided to  those having a  s ta te  space form  and to  those w ithou t 
a s ta te  space description.
5F ig u re  1.2  D ynam ic friction model has hysteresis effect a t zero velocity.
1 . 1 .2 .1  D y n a m ic  F r ic t io n  M o d e ls  N o t  in  S ta t e  S p a c e  F o rm
D erjaguin et al. (A rm strong-H elouvry, 1991) studied th e  tran s ien t behavior of the  
s ta tic  friction, and  proposed the  following model
Fs(t) = Ff. +  (Fscc — Fk )— —
t - r  7
where Fsoo is the  steady  sta te  s ta tic  friction, Fk is the  k ine tic  friction and  7  is the  
characteristic  rise tim e of s ta tic  friction.
K ato  et al. (1972, 1974) proposed a different m odel to  describe th e  transien t 
behavior of s ta tic  friction
Fs(t) = Fk + (Faoo- F k ) ( l - e - * n)
T he param eters 7  and  n  depend on the  application, th e  n a tu re  of th e  m aterials in 
con tact, and  the existence of a lubricant. For conform able con tacts, K ato  found 7  
to  range from  0.04 to  0.64 and n from 0.36 to  0.67.
K arnopp (1985) provided a  m ethod for m odeling dynam ic system s th a t contain 
slip -stick  friction, which results in a set of differential equations.
Hess and Soom (1990) employed a m odel of the  form
F  =  [Fa, +  F„M  +  (F , -  Fk) ^ _ -; r y- ] s g n ( u )
' Va '
6w here the  last te rm  of th e  above equation  corresponds to  the  S tribeck  friction. 
Furtherm ore they  described th e  frictional lag w ith  respect to  velocity th a t  occurs 
when velocity changes sign, w ith a  pure tim e delay 77, which is increasing as the  
lub rican t viscosity and the  perpendicular to  th e  surfaces force increase. Evidence 
of th e  existence of th a t  lag had been reported  earlier by Sam pson e t al. (1943), 
Rabinowicz (1958), Bell and Burdekin (1966, 1969), R ice and R u in a  (1983) and 
W alrath  (1984) th rough  experim ental data .
Haessig and  Friedland (1991) presented a  m odel called th e  “b ris tle  m odel” 
which is an approx im ation  designed to  cap tu re  th e  true  na tu re  of sticking.
A rm strong-H elouvry  (1993) applied dim ensional and p ertu rb a tio n  analysis to  
th e  problem  of slip stick encountered during th e  m otion of m achines. T he  friction 
m odel studied  ( “seven -param eter” m odel) is th e  one of Hess and Soom, m o tiva ted  by 
cu rren t tribological resu lts and incorporates Coulom b, viscous and S tribeck  friction 
w ith  frictional lag and  rising sta tic  friction. In add ition , he exam ined K a to ’s m odel 
for a  nonconform able contact and found 7 =  1.66 and n = 0.65 (A rm stro n g - 
Helouvry, 1991).
Polycarpou and  Soom (1992) reported  experim ental d a ta  which verifies the  
seven-param eter m odel of A rm strong-H elouvry.
1.1.2.2 Dynam ic Friction Models in State Space Form
T he dynam ic friction models proposed in th e  lite ra tu re  have the  following generic 
form
F  =  7 ( / »
/  =  * ( / ,« )
where /  is th e  norm alized friction force, and 7 ( / ,  u) and £ ( / ,  w) are functions th a t 
characterize th e  specific friction model.
Dahl (1976) studied the  friction in small ro tations of ball bearings w ith a  spring 
force and proposed the  following friction model
/  =  cu |l -  /  sgn(w)|'sgn[l -  /  sgn(u)] ( 1 .1 )
F  — a f  (1.2)
w here i determ ines the  slop of the  friction curve, c is a  constan t th a t determ ines th e
w id th  of th e  hysteresis and  a is a constant th a t specifies the  m agnitude of the  force.
R uina (1980) presented a dynam ic model to  describe th e  friction present a t the  
rela tive m otion of the e a r th ’s crystal plates. His m odel has th e  form:
/  =  —y i f  +  & ln ~ ]J-J 1)q
F  ■ F0 + a  In H /
V0
where L  is th e  characteristic  length controlling the evolution of / .
W alrath  (1984) presented an experim ental friction m odel to  describe the  
bearing  friction behavior,
t F  — —F  +  T  sgn(u)
w here T  is th e  constant rolling friction torque, v  is th e  relative gim ball velocity and 
r  is an ad justab le model param eter. Furtherm ore, based on this m odel, he designed 
a d igital adaptive controller for an airborne optical pointing and tracking telescope.
Haessig and Friedland (1991) proposed the “reset in teg rato r m odel,” which is 
num erically more efficient than  the ir bristle model and exhibits behavior sim ilar to  
th e  m odel proposed by K arnopp (1985). Specifically, th e  “reset in teg ra to r” friction 
m odel is described as follows
/  =  c [ v -  <f>~l {v)] 
F  = a f
where c is a  constant th a t determ ines th e  w idth of the hysteresis and is the
inverse function of </>(■). Function ${•) is an odd function th a t varies between ± 1 .
8Linker and D ieterich (1992) perform ed tests involving step  changes and pulses 
in norm al load, during  constant velocity sliding, and they  proposed a  m odel sim ilar 
to  th e  one th a t  was proposed by R uina.
C anudas de W it et al. (1993) proposed a  new dynam ic m odel for friction th a t 
cap tu res m ost of the  friction behavior:
/ = “-- jV9{v)
F  =  ( T o /  +  (7-1 f  +  (X2V
w here g ( •) is a  function th a t depends on m any factors such as m a teria l properties, 
lub rication , tem pera tu re , and a0, a i and <r2 are th e  stiffness, dam ping  and  viscous 
friction param eters , respectively.
H arnoy and  Friedland (1993) developed a model to  describe dynam ic friction 
on lub ricated  surfaces. T he m odel is developed for a  short jou rn al bearing, bu t 
can be  ex tended  to  o ther geom etries of sliding surfaces. F urtherm ore , in H arnoy e t 
al. (1994), an im proved dynam ic m odel is proposed for th e  resistance forces to  the  
ro ta tio n  of a jou rnal, in a lubricated  sleeve bearing a t low speed.
1.2 Friction Compensation
M any researchers have been involved, through the  years, w ith  th e  p roblem  of friction 
com pensation  in specific applications, using several em pirical m ethods as well as 
classical control feedback design techniques. One of th e  earliest techniques to  
elim inate  th e  effects of friction is d ith er (injection of noise a t th e  control input) 
which is sim ple and effective. I t may, however, cause random  oscillations in the  
system  due to  the  effects of th e  noise. Hence it cannot be used in high precision 
operations. O ther m ethods proposed in th e  lite ra tu re  can be classified into two 
different categories as follows:
9•  Friction com pensation w ithout explicitly estim ating  th e  m ag n itu d e  of the 
friction
•  Friction cancellation by estim ating  the  friction
1.2.1 Friction Compensation W ithout Estimating Friction
Tou and  Schulthesis (1953) ex tend  th e  describing function analysis techn ique to  cover 
problem s of s ta tic  and sliding friction in feedback system s. In p a rticu la r it has been 
shown th a t  th e  use of integral equalization in series w ith th e  loop m ay easily lead 
to  instability . Essentially equivalent m inor loop equalizers, however, m ay yield an 
entirely  satisfac to ry  system .
Shen e t al. (1962, 1964) found th a t a system  which is su b jec ted  to  dry 
friction can be  stabilized by using nonlinear passive com pensation. Specifically, for 
sm all ram p  in p u ts  it is necessary to  increase th e  dam ping by a  derivative control 
which becom es sa tu ra ted  for high ram p  rates. To decrease th e  s te a d y -s ta te  error 
a t high ram p  ra tes and  achieve stab ility  a dead zone before th e  in teg ra to r is used. 
A dditionally  they  proposed an inpu t adaptive system  to ad just th e  m agn itude  of the 
sa tu ra tio n  and  of th e  dead zone.
F ried land  e t al. (1976) designed a  servo for a gyro te s t tab le . In th e  design, 
friction was represented  as an independent random  walk and th e  feedback law was 
calcu lated  based on th e  theory of linear op tim al control.
K ubo e t al. (1986) proposed a  controller w ith a fixed kinetic friction  feedback, 
to  avoid over-com pensation of friction in em pirically tuned  controllers, since he 
observed th a t friction does not always destabilize the  system .
Tow nsend and Salisbury (1987) used describing function analysis to  s tudy  the 
friction in a  control system  and proposed integral control to  com pensate  it. In 
add ition  they  study  th e  stability  of th e  system  response to  various inpu ts.
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Southw ard e t al. (1991) proposed a  nonlinear com pensation  force, for slip— 
stick friction, to  supplem ent a  PD control law applied to  one degree-of-freedom  
m echanical system s.
A rm strong-H elouvry  (1991) used a  d ith er signal th a t is slightly  g rea ter in 
m agn itude  th a n  th e  m agnitude of s ta tic  friction and a  reduction  of num ber in the 
rm s contact force error was observed. Also he dem onstra ted  a  techn ique involving 
closed loop constan t velocity glides and m easuring average torque.
W u and Paul (1980), Luh et al. (1983), M ukerjee and B allard  (1985), Pfeffer 
e t al. (1989) proposed a  technique, called “jo in t to rque control,” w hich is based on 
th e  o u tp u t to rque sensing and control, to  com pensate k inetic friction.
D upont (1993, 1993a, 1994) used a PD  controller for friction com pensation  and 
proposed s tab ility  conditions to  avoid the  “s tick -slip” phenom enon.
1.2.2 Friction Cancellation by Estimation
G ilb a rt and W inston  (1974) presented a  m odel reference adap tive control system  
b u ilt of analog com ponents, used to  control th e  poin ting  of a  tracking  telescope.
Craig (1987) identified adaptively kinetic and viscous friction param eters. 
Cheok e t al. (A rm strong-H elouvry, 1991) used an op tim ization  p rocedure  to 
identify  th e  slip -stick  friction param eters.
C anudas de W it e t al. (1987, 1991) proposed an adap tive  a lgo rithm  to  
com pensate th e  effects of friction on line. C anudas de W it, and  Seront (1990) 
designed a  feedback law to robustify th e  closed loop system  p roperties , under a 
possible inexact friction com pensation, which m ay provoke lim it-cycles.
Yang and  Tom izuka (1988) presented an adaptive pulse w idth contro l schem e to 
provide precise positioning of a control ob ject under th e  influence of s ta tic , Coulom b 
friction  and backlash. In addition Tung e t al. (1991, 1993) proposed and used 
repetitive  control for im proving low velocity tracking  perform ance.
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B randenburg  e t al. (1988, 1991) and Schafer e t al. (1991, 1993) stud ied  the  
s tab ility  of an  elastic tw o-m ass system  w ith Coulom b friction and  backlash, and 
proposed  th e  conditions to  ensure optim al operation down to  th e  lowest speeds and  
s tan d still. T hey  also, applied a  m odel reference adap tive  control s tru c tu re  to  ad ap t 
th e  param eters  of Coulom b friction.
F riedland and P ark  (1991) presented an adap tive  a lgorithm  to  com pensate  
C oulom b friction, which en tails  the  use of an observer designed based on the  Coulom b 
fric tion  m odel.
M aqueira e t al. (1993) presented  a  practical ad ap tiv e  friction com pensation  
techn ique for line-of-sigh t poin ting  and stabilization. T he  Coulom b friction level and 
a  sp a tia l tim e  constant are estim ated  and used to u p d a te  a  sim ple friction reference 
m odel which generates com m ands to  cancel friction d istu rbances using rela tive ra te  
feedforw ard.
B aril (1993) proposed a robust nonlinear friction com pensator to  com plem ent 
a  linear controller th a t considers friction as an uncerta in  d isturbance.
1.3 Contribution of the Research Presented in This Thesis
New resu lts in the  area  of friction estim ation  and cancellation are presented in this 
research. Specifically
•  T he Coulom b friction observer, introduced by Friedland and  P ark  (1991), 
is ex tended  to  th e  case of unm easurable velocity by in troducing  a  velocity 
observer coupled to  th e  friction observer. T he developm ent of th e  theory  
includes a  m ethodology for determ ining th e  observer param eters to  ensure 
convergence (w here possible) or boundedness of th e  estim ation  error when 
Coulom b friction as well “ex tended” Coulomb friction (sta tic  plus viscous plus 
S tribeck  friction) is estim ated .
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•  T he Coulom b friction observer w ith and w ithout th e  add itional velocity 
observer is extended to  system s w ith m ultiple degrees-of-freedom  and friction 
sources. To th is end, a general model for th e  friction vector force is in troduced. 
In add ition , for the m ultiple mass system  case a  feedback control law is 
designed to  cancel the friction to tally  or partially, depending on th e  system  
topology.
•  For estim ating  dynam ic friction, a “D ynam ic Friction O bserver” is in troduced 
which is designed based on a  dynam ic friction model.
•  B ased on the  theory of observers the  “Tracking O bserver” is proposed which 
assum es friction an unknown system  input.
To dem onstra te  the  effectiveness of the  m ethods developed in th is thesis various 
applications including linear and nonlinear dynam ics are illu stra ted . A com parative 
s tudy  of th e  proposed algorithm s is conducted through sim ulations as well as exper­
im entally. In th e  sim ulations, the  algorithm s are tested in system s w ith  linear and 
nonlinear dynam ics. In the experim ents a  particu lar experim ental ap p ara tu s , bu ilt 
for th is  purpose, was used to  dem onstra te  the  ability of th e  proposed m ethods to  
e s tim ate  and cancel the  friction in a real hardw are application.
C H A PT E R  2
AD APTIVE COMPENSATION OF “EX TEN D ED ” COULOMB  
FRICTION IN A SINGLE DEG REE-O F-FREEDO M  SYSTEM
2.1 Introduction
T he problem  considered in th is chapter is the  estim ation  and cancellation of Coulom b 
plus viscous plus S tribeck friction —which we call “ex tended” Coulom b fric tion— 
th a t  m ay be present in a  control system  w ith one degree-of-freedom , using th e  theory  
of reduced order observers.
Two different observers are proposed and  com pared in  estim ating  th e  friction 
force. T he first observer (C FO ), proposed by F riedland e t al. (1991), is designed 
based on the  Coulom b friction model; the  second (T O ) is a  “track ing” observer 
which considers friction as an  unknown constan t system  in p u t, th e  es tim atio n  of 
which generally leads to  integral control action (Friedland, 1986).
Global s tab ility  is shown when the acceleration of th e  system  is finite. T he 
observers estim ates converge to  the  true value of friction for a  particu la r range of th e  
observer gains.
Finally, favorable sim ulation results verify th e  good perform ance of th e  designed 
friction com pensators.
2.2 Statement of the Problem
An “ideal” (i.e., frictionless) mechanical system  w ith a  single degree-of-freedom , has 
th e  following dynam ic description
x = v
v = u  (2 .1 )
w here x , v  and u are the  position, the velocity and th e  inpu t (acceleration) due to  
all forces to  th e  system , respectively.
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F urtherm ore , for the above system  (2.1) the inpu t u  is assum ed to  be of the
form:
u =  ~ g i { x  -  x r ) -  g2v (2.2)
w here x T is a reference position and  the  coefficients g\ and  g^ m ay be selected to  
satisfy desired perform ance specifications (Friedland, 1986).
N ext, le t us consider the  sam e system  as (2.1) w ith th e  add ition  of th e  friction 
phenom enon effects. This new system  can be called “ac tu a l” and  is described as 
follows:
x = v
v = w  — F ( a , v )  (2-3)
w here F ( a , v )  is th e  friction force and  w  is the  system  n o n -fric tional inpu t. T he 
friction  force includes sta tic  plus viscous plus Stribeck friction and  is described by 
th e  “ex ten d ed ” Coulom b model
F ( a , v )  — a(v)  sgn(u) (2-4)
w here a(v)  is th e  friction p aram eter and is an even function of velocity. Specifically,
according to  A rm strong-H elouvry, (1991) and  Canudas de W it, (1990, 1991), the
friction coefficient a(v)  can be represented in general by th e  following form
a(v)  — Gi +  a 2e~a3^  +  (2-5)
w here a i  is the  coefficient corresponding to  the s ta tic  fric tion , a 4 corresponds to 
th e  viscous friction and 0 2  and 0 3  to  the  Stribeck friction. All th e  coefficients are 
considered for th e  analysis positive and constant.
T he  problem  considered in th is chapter is th e  estim ation  and  cancellation of the  











Figure 2.1 Block diagram  of th e  Coulomb friction observer (C FO )
2.3 Estimation and Cancellation of Friction
Defining a and F  to represent the estim ates of a and F  respectively, th e  following 
observers are proposed to  estim ate the  friction force in the  system .
2.3.1 Coulomb Friction Observer (CFO)
T he observer has the following structure:
a =  zF - k F |u |M (2 .6 )
F  =  a sgn (u) (2.7)
where the  variable z p is given as
zp = k p — F)  sgn(v)  (2.8)
and kp  and fi are param eters to be chosen by th e  designer to ensure convergence of
th e  error to  zero. (The conditions under which these param eters can be so chosen
are discussed in the next section.)
A block diagram  representation of th is observer is shown in F igure 2.1
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F ig u re  2 . 2  Block diagram  of th e  track ing  observer (TO )
2 .3 .2  T ra c k in g  O b s e rv e r  (T O )
This observer is based on the  tracking of the  to ta l friction force F ( a , v).  Its  dynam ics 
are given by
F  = z + k i x  +  k2v  (2.9)
i  — —k\v  — k2{w — F)  (2.10)
w here z  is th e  observer s ta te  and k\,  k2 are the  observer gains to  be chosen by the  
designer to  ensure convergence of the  error to  zero.
A block diagram  representation of this observer is shown in F igure 2.2
2 .3 .3  C a n c e l la t io n  o f  F r ic t io n
To cancel th e  friction in system  (2.3), the inpu t w  has to  be in the  form
w = u + F  (2.11)
where u is the  control th a t would be used in the  absence of friction. It can be easily 
shown th a t friction cancellation becomes more effective as F  approaches F ( a , v ) .
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2 .4  E r r o r  A n a ly s is  a n d  S e le c tio n  o f  O b s e r v e r  G a in s
To evaluate  the  perform ance of the  observers and to  estab lish  conditions for the  
gains kp,  fcj and  k?, the error under the real and th e  estim ated  param eters  has to  be 
considered.
2 .4 .1  C o u lo m b  F r ic t io n  O b s e rv e r  (C F O )
Define th e  error ea between th e  actual a and the estim ated  friction p aram eter a to  
be
ea =  a — a (2 .1 2 )
D ifferentiating bo th  sides of th e  above equation (2.12) and  using (2.3), (2.4), (2.6),
(2.8), (2.7) and (2.11), yields
ea = a — a 
da
=  —  v — zf  + kp  u \ u ff_1  v sgn(u)
ov
dd
— — v — kp ft \ v  | M -1 [w — F  — v] sgn(w) 
ov  
da
— — v — kp fx \ v  | M-1 fur — F  — w  +  F(a,  v)] sgn(t>) 
ov
r\
=  - k p  /I | v | M -1 ea +  (2.13)
T he above differential equation describes the ra te  of change of the  erro r ea. The 
following conditions are sufficient for exponential stab ility  of th e  estim ation  error:
1 . kp  >  0
2 . fi >  0
„ d a . . , , ,
3. -^-v  is bounded. 
ov
assum ing th a t v  is bounded away from zero.
N otice th a t for a constan t friction coefficient, th e  th ird  condition does not 
apply, and  th e  results are th e  sam e as presented in F riedland e t al. (1991).
N ext it will be shown th a t Condition 3 is always valid if th e  acceleration of th e  
system  is bounded. To this end, the  following lem m a will be used.
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Lemma 2.1 I f  a is described by (2.5),  then the partial  derivat ive  o f  a with respect  
to v is bounded.
Proof
D ifferentiating equation (2.5), yields
r\
=  ( - a 2a 3e~a:sM +  a 4 )sgn(u) (2.14)
By careful exam ination  of the right hand side of equation (2.14), it can be concluded
th a t
—a2a3 <  —a 2a3e~a3^  <  0
and
a4 — a 2a3 < (—a2a3e~a3^  + a4) < a4 (2.15)
N ext, com paring equations (2.14) and (2.15) yields
da
| —  I <  m ax (|a 4 -  a2a3\, |ct4|) (2.16)
O V
T he proof is com plete. A
Using the  Lem m a 2.1, C ondition 3 is satisfied if the  acceleration  v  of th e  system  
is bounded. T he boundedness condition is not a serious restric tion  since in general 
it is valid. As an exam ple consider th e  sinusoidal m otion of a mass. In th is case the 
velocity is sinusoidal as well as th e  acceleration, thus the acceleration  is bounded and 
C ondition 3 is valid. For the  case however of a  square wave reference position , the 
velocity contains d e lta  functions a t th e  changes of the  d irection of the  displacem ent. 
In those in s tan ts  the  acceleration becom es infinite and the  proposed observer loses 
track . N evertheless, th e  duration of an infinite acceleration is very sm all com paring 
to th e  overall m otion of the  system  which gives the  o p p o rtu n ity  to  th e  observer to 
recover.
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2.4.2 Tracking Observer (TO)
Define th e  error ep as
eF = F ( a , v ) - F  (2.17)
D ifferentiating b o th  sides of the  above equation  (2.17) and using (2.3), (2.4), (2.9), 
(2 .1 0 ), and  (2 . 1 1 ), yields
eF = F ( a , v )  — F
- —z — k \ v  — k2v  +  F(a,  v )
=  k2ep + F ( a , v )  (2.18)
In order for th e  solution of this differential equation  to  rem ain  in a  neighborhood
of th e  origin (the  size of which depends on F) ,  th e  following conditions m ust be valid:
1 . k2 < 0
2. F(a,  v) bounded.
N otice th a t there is no restric tion  for ki.
T he second condition can be simplified as follows, assum ing th a t v  ^  0: 
v bounded.
ov
T his condition is always valid, according to  Lem m a 2.1, if th e  acceleration of the 
system  is bounded.
2.5 Simulation Results: One Mass System  
For th e  sim ulations, we consider the ideal system  (2.1), w ith in p u t u given by (2.2) 
w here th e  gains gx and g2 are chosen to be g\ — 200 and g2 =  20. T he closed loop 
ideal system , w ith  th is inpu t u,  has a  na tu ra l frequency of 1 0 \ / 2  and  a  dam ping 
facto r 0.707. In add ition , the  actual system , given by (2.3), has the  sam e in p u t u  as 
th e  ideal system , while the  friction is given by
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F ig u r e  2 .3  (a) T ransient response of ideal system  and  actual w ithou t friction cancel­
la tion (b) E rror between the  transien t responses of th e  ideal system  and the  actual 
w ithou t friction cancellation (c) A ctual friction.
T he reference position is a square wave w ith am plitude 1 and  frequency of 0.5 Hz. 
M oreover, w hite noise with a  rm s value of 0.1 is assum ed present in all m easurem ents. 
N otice th a t the  chosen level of noise is com parable to  the  noise of a  typical sensor 
and  th e  quan tiza tion  noise present in th e  experim ents described in C h ap te r 8 .
F igures 2.3a,b show a  com parison of the  behavior of th e  tran sien t response 
of th e  ideal system  (where friction is not present) and th e  ac tu a l (w here friction is 
p resen t) w ithou t including friction cancellation in the  feedback. A dditionally, F igure 
2.3c shows the  friction considered present in th e  actual system .
F igure 2.4 show the transien t response of the ideal and th e  ac tu a l system  versus 
tim e, th e  error between the ideal system  and th e  actual (w ith  friction com pensation) 
versus tim e, and th e  estim ated friction versus velocity, respectively, when th e  CFO  
observer is used and for different values of the  observer gains. As i t  can be seen from 
th e  graphs, the  perform ance of the  overall system  im proves as th e  gain kp  increases. 
An increase, however, of the observer gain /i results in a b e tte r  friction estim ate.
T he  perform ance of the tracking observer, (T O ), is shown in F igure 2.5 As it 
can be seen from the  graphs, the  perform ance of the  overall system  improves as the  
gain increases.
From these resu lts it would appear th a t  observer perform ance can be im proved 
indefinitely by increasing the  gains. B ut when estim ation  noise is considered, it is 
found, as expected , th a t increasing th e  gains improves th e  tran sien t response a t the 
expense of increased steady  s ta te  rms error.
C om paring  th e  perform ances of th e  two observers it can be  seen th a t  bo th  
are satisfactory. T he CFO , however, seems to  be able to  track  m ore  th e  detailed  
























































F ig u r e  2 .4  Perform ance of the  CFO com pensator for (a) kF =  1, pL =  1 (b) fcf =  


















































Figure 2.5 Perform ance of the  TO  com pensator for (a) k\ — 0, k2 — —10 (b) 
k\ — 0 . k2 = — 1 0 0
C H A PT E R  3
ADAPTIVE COMPENSATION OF “EXTENDED” COULOMB 
FRICTION IN A SINGLE DEG REE-O F-FREEDO M  SYSTEM  
WITHOUT VELOCITY M EASUREM ENTS
3.1 Introduction
In num erous applications the  velocity m easurem ents required in th e  friction 
observers, described in C hapter 2 , are not available. Considered in th is chap ter is the  
estim ation  and  cancellation of “ex tended” Coulomb friction (Coulom b plus viscous 
plus S tribeck friction) th a t m ay be present in a  single degree-of-freedom  system , 
using th e  theory of reduced order observers, when velocity cannot be m easured. 
A two stage nonlinear observer is in troduced which sim ultaneously estim ates the  
velocity and  the  friction force. The observer consists of one of th e  friction observers 
proposed in th e  previous chapter com bined in cascade w ith a  velocity observer.
T h e  conditions for asym ptotic stab ility  of the  overall observer are derived for 
th e  case of estim ating  Coulomb as well as “extended” Coulom b friction. T he  observer 
converges to  th e  tru e  value of friction for a  particu lar range of observer gains.
Finally, favorable sim ulation results verify the good perform ance of th e  friction 
com pensator.
3.2 Statement of the Problem
Consider th e  ideal system
x =  v
v =  u (3-1)
and
u =  ~9 i ( x  -  x r) -  g2v (3.2)
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w here x , v  and u are th e  position, the velocity and the  inpu t (acceleration) due to 
all non-fric tional forces to  th e  system . x r is a reference position and th e  coefficients 
g\ and g2  m ay be selected to  satisfy desired perform ance specifications (F riedland, 
1986).
N ext, let us consider th e  actual system
x  = v
v — w  — F(a,  v ) (3.3)
w here F ( a , v )  is th e  friction force and w  is th e  system  non-fric tional in p u t. The 
friction force is represented  by the  “extended” Coulom b m odel
F ( a , v )  =  a(v)  sgn(u) (3.4)
and th e  friction coefficient a ( v ) is described as follows:
a(v)  =  eti +  a 2e-a3^  +  a 4 |u| (3.5)
w here a\  is th e  coefficient corresponding to  th e  Coulom b friction, a 4 corresponds to  
th e  viscous friction and a2 and G3 to  the S tribeck friction.
To achieve friction cancellation, the inpu t w  m ust be of th e  form
w  =  u — F
w here P  is the  es tim ate  of the  friction.
T he problem  considered in this chapter is th e  estim ation  and cancellation  of 
friction in system  (3.3) such th a t the la tte r  becom es equivalent to  the  ideal system  
(3.1), assum ing th a t only th e  position x  is m easurable.
3 .3  F r ic t io n  E s t im a t io n  W i th o u t  V e lo c ity  M e a s u r e m e n ts
To estim ate  the  friction force (3.4), it is necessary to  estim ate  the  velocity. To this 
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F ig u r e  3 .1  Two stage observer for estim ating the friction force in th e  absence of 
velocity m easurem ents.
th e  previous chapter. The struc tu re  of the resulting nonlinear observer is shown in 
F igure 3.1. The velocity observer uses the m easured position and th e  estim ate of 
th e  friction to provide an estim ate of the velocity, and th e  friction observers use the 
es tim ate  of the velocity to estim ate th e  friction.
3.3.1 Velocity Observer
T he dynam ics of the  velocity observer are defined by:
v = zv +  kvx (3.6)
w here v  is the estim ate of the velocity u, kv is the corresponding observer gain, and 
th e  variable z v is given as
z v = - k vv + u  (3.7)
W hen the  velocity observer is used, the estim ate v replaces th e  true  velocity v 
in th e  friction observers, as will becom e apparent next.
3.3.2 Coulomb Friction Observer (CFO)
W hen th e  velocity observer is used, the CFO observer takes th e  form
(3.8)
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F  = a sgn(u) (3-9)
w here the  variable z p  is given as
zF = kp (w — F)  sgn(u) (3.10)
and  k p  is a p a ram eter to  be chosen by th e  designer to  ensure convergence of the 
erro r to  zero. (T he conditions under which k p  can be so chosen are discussed in the 
nex t section). N otice th a t the  observer (3 .8)-(3 .10) is th e  sam e as (2 .6 )-(2 .8 ) when 
H = l .
3.3.3 Tracking Observer (TO)
W hen th e  velocity observer is used, the tracking observer takes the  form
F  — z  +  k \ x  +  k 2v  (3-11)
i  =  — k\V — k2( w  — F )  (3.12)
where 2  is the  observer s ta te  and k\,  k2 are th e  observer gains to  be chosen by the 
designer to  ensure convergence of the  error to  zero.
3.4 Error Analysis and Selection of Observer Gains
To evaluate th e  perform ance of th e  observers and to  establish  conditions for th e  gains 
k v , k p , k  ^ and A:2, th e  error under the  real and the  estim ated  param eters  has to  be 
considered. Define
ev =  v — v  (3.13)
e p  = F ( a , v )  — F  (3-14)
N ext, the  error analysis will be studied for each of the  two friction observers.
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3.4.1 Coulomb Friction Observer (CFO)
To sim plify th e  analysis, the  special case of a  constant friction coefficient a (Coulom b 
friction) will first be considered followed by the  m ore general case w here a is a 
function of th e  velocity ( “ex tended” Coulom b friction).
3.4.1.1 Coulomb Friction
D ifferentiating bo th  sides of th e  equations (3.13) and (3.14) and  using (3.3), (3.4),
(3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.10) and (3.9), yields
ev — v — v
=  —F(a,  v)  +  w — z v — kvx
A
— —F(a,  v) + F  + u — u + k vv  — kvv
— —kvev — ep  (3.15)
and
ep = F(a,  v)  — F
=  [— z f  + kp v sgn(u)]sgn(£>)
=  —kp  [to — F  — u]
=  —k p [ u  — zv — kvx]
=  kp kvev (3.16)
Sum m arizing, we have
Cy   <7l(e„, Gp^ j   kyCy Cp (3*17)
t p  =  (]2 {ev, ep) — k p k v ev (3.18)
It is easily seen th a t the equilibrium  point of the  above linear differential 
equations (3.17) and (3.18), is th e  origin i.e., e„0 =  ep0 =  0. T he  global asym pto tic  
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k p k v 0 (3.19)
C alculating  th e  characteristic  polynom ial of fP we get
| s i  — |=  s^ -{- kvs 4 " k p k v
If kv > 0, and  kp  >  0, th e  eigenvalues of lie in th e  open left half plane, and 
th e  equilibrium  point e =  0  is globally asym ptotically  stable.
3 .4 .1 .2  “ E x te n d e d ” C o u lo m b  F r ic t io n
Following the  sam e procedure as for the previous case, yields
Ev — ■> &f ')
/  \  da .eF = q2 {ev, e F) +  - ^ v
(3.20)
(3.21)
w here q\(ev, e p ) and  ^ ( e ^ e ^ )  are given by (3.17) and  (3.18) respectively. T he 
above linear differential equations are not homogeneous. T he  following conditions 
are sufficient to  ensure s tab ility  in a  neighborhood of th e  po in t evo — ep0 =  0 ,
1. Real[ez<7(iP)] <  0.0 
n da .
2 . — v  is bounded.
Ov
w here m a trix  is given by (3.19).
According to  th e  resu lts of the previous subsection, sufficient conditions for 1 
to  hold, are:
la . kp  >  0  
lb . kv > 0
Finally, using Lem m a 2.1, Condition 2 is always valid if th e  acceleration of th e  
system  is finite.
N otice th a t for a  constan t friction coefficient, C ondition 2 does not apply, 
yielding to the  results presented for the previous case.
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3.4.2 Tracking Observer (TO)
As in th e  previous section, th e  special case of a  constant friction  coefficient a will 
first be considered, followed by th e  m ore com plicated case w here a is a  function of 
th e  velocity.
3.4.2.1 Coulomb Friction
D ifferentiating bo th  sides of equations (3.13) and (3.14) and using (3.3), (3.4), (3.6),
(3.7), (3.11) and  (3.12), yields
ev — v — v
=  —F(a,  v) + w — z v — kvx
=  —F ( a ,  u) +  F  +  «  — u +  kvv — kvv
=  —kvev — ep  (3.22)
and
ep -  F ( a , v)  — F
- — Z — k\V — k2V
— k \v  +  It2  u — k \ v  — k2 ( zv +  k — v x )
— —(^i +  k2kv)ev (3.23)
T he  equilibrium  point for th e  above differential equations (3.22) and (3.23), 
is th e  origin, as it can easily be shown, i.e., eVo =  ep0 = 0 .  S ince th e  differential
equations are linear, the  conditions for global asym pto tic  s tab ility  are determ ined  by
th e  n a tu re  of the  Jacobian m atrix  I t ,
*  = ky 1
—k\  — 3
(3.24)
If kv > 0 and (k\ +  k 2 kv) <  0, the  eigenvalues of f t  lie in th e  open left half 
plane and th e  errors, ev and e^, converge globally to zero.
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F ig u r e  3 .2  (a) A ctual Coulomb friction (b) A ctual “ex tended” C oulom b friction.
3 .4 .2 .2  “ E x te n d e d ” C o u lo m b  F r ic t io n
Following the sam e procedure as for th e  previous subsection, yields
  hySv Gp
ep = —(ki  +  k2kv)ev +  F
(3.25)
(3.26)
T he above linear differential equations are not homogeneous. T h e  following 
conditions are sufficient to ensure stab ility  in a neighborhood of th e  po in t eVo = 
ZFo — Oi
1. Real[ei^r(1®r)] <  0.0
2. F  bounded.
w here m atrix  is given by (3.24).
According to  the  results of the previous subsection, sufficient conditions for 1 
to  hold, are:
la . kv > 0  
lb , k\ -f- <  0
Finally, using Lem m a 2.1, Condition 2 is always valid if the  accelera tion  of the 
system  is finite.
Notice th a t for a constant friction coefficient, Condition 2 does not app ly  and 






F ig u r e  3 .3  Perform ance of the CFO com pensator, w ith  kp =  10, kv =  100, in 
estim ating  (a) Coulomb friction (b) “ex tended” Coulom b friction
3 .5  S im u la t io n  R e s u lts :  O n e  M a ss  S y s te m  (c o n tin u e d )
For the  sim ulations, we consider the ideal system  (3.1), where th e  inpu t u  is given 
by (3.2) and the gains g\ and gi are chosen to  be g\ — 200 and <72 =  20. T h e  closed 
loop ideal system , w ith th is inpu t u, has a natu ra l frequency of 10 \/2  and  a  dam ping  
factor 0.707. In addition, the  actual system , given by (3.3), has th e  sam e in p u t u  as 
th e  ideal. A t the  sim ulations Coulomb friction is considered as follows
F(a,  v) =  50 sgn(u)
while the  “extended” Coulomb friction is given by
F (a , v ) =  (40 +  20e- ^  +  2|t>|) sgn(u)
(Figures 3.2a,b). T he reference position is a  square wave w ith  am plitude 1 and 
frequency of 0.5 Hz. Moreover, w hite noise w ith a rm s value of 0.1 is assum ed to  be 
present in all m easurem ents.
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F ig u r e  3 .4  Perform ance of the TO com pensator, w ith  ki  =  0, = —100 kv =  100,
in es tim ating  (a) Coulomb friction (b) “ex tended” Coulom b friction
F igure 3.3 show the  error between the tran sien t responses of the  ideal system  
and th e  ac tu a l (w ith friction com pensation) versus tim e, and  th e  es tim ated  friction 
versus velocity when both  th e  CFO and velocity observers are used to  es tim ate  and 
cancel Coulom b or “ex tended” Coulomb friction. Similarly, th e  perform ance of the  
tracking  observer, (T O ), w ith  the additional velocity observer is shown in F igu re  3.4 
As can be seen from the  graphs, the ill-effects of velocity observer are negligible and 
th e  friction can be estim ated  and cancelled successfully.
C H A PT E R  4
ADAPTIVE ESTIMATION OF “EX TEN D ED ” COULOMB 
FRICTION IN A MULTIPLE DEG REE-O F-FR EEDO M  SYSTEM
4.1 Introduction
In th is chap ter, th e  problem  of friction estim ation in a  m ultip le  degree-of-freedom  
system , is considered, under th e  assum ption th a t friction  is described by th e  
“ex ten d ed ” Coulom b m odel. T he results of th is chap ter are  an  extension of those 
p resen ted  in C hapters 2 and 3, for system s w ith m ultip le friction sources and m ultip le 
degrees-of-freedom .
Two different observers, generalizations of those presented  before, are considered. 
T he first is th e  generalized Coulom b friction observer designed based on a  s ta tic  
fric tion  m odel (G C FO ); th e  second is the generalized track ing  observer (G T O ). For 
th e  analysis two cases are considered:
1 . All th e  sta tes  are available for m easurem ent.
2. Only position can be m easured.
In th e  first case, th e  nonlinear observers use th e  m easurem ents of the  s ta tes  to 
e s tim a te  the  friction forces. In th e  second case, when only th e  positions and not th e  
velocities are m easurable, an additional observer is used to  provide estim ates of th e  
velocities which are inputs to  the  friction observers.
Finally, favorable sim ulation results verify the  theore tical analysis. Excellent 
perform ance of the proposed system  in the  presence of w hite noise is dem onstra ted  
by sim ulations.
4.2 Statement of the Problem
A system  w ith  m ultiple degrees-of-freedom  consists of one or m ore m asses charac­
terized  by transla tiona l m otion in one or more directions a n d /o r  ro ta tional m otion.
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In the  following analysis the case of ro tational m otion perpend icu lar to  p lanar tran s­
la tional will be considered as well as transla tional m otion in th ree  dim ensions.
T he  dynam ic model th a t describes such a  system  is th e  following:
x  = v  (4.1)
M ( x ) v  — g ( x , v , w )  — F ( a , v )  (4-2)
w here
x  = [x\ x 2 ■ • ■ x n]' (4.3)
v -  [vi v2 • • • vn\' (4.4)
and  Xi and u,- are the  fth  “position” and  “velocity” . T he m ass m a trix  M ( x )  is 
sym m etric and  positive definite. T he vector g ( x , v , w ) is a  function  of position and 
velocity as well as of the  ex ternal in p u t w  to  the  system  and  represents th e  to ta l 
n on-fric tional system  force vector; F ( a , v ) is the  friction vector.
A ssum ing th a t the friction betw een two surfaces is described by th e  Coulom b 
m odel, i t  can be shown (see A ppendix A), th a t the  friction force vector can be w ritten  
in th e  following form:
F ( a , v )  = U A  sgn(U'v)  (4.5)
where
a \  ■ ■ ■ 0
A  =  diag{a} =  | | (4.6)
0  • • • a„
T he vector a contains the unknown friction coefficients and U is a  known, n  x  v,  
m a trix  (w here v  is the  num ber of different friction forces).
Now, if friction is described by the  “extended” Coulom b m odel, th e  friction 
coefficients a,- are w ritten  as
di =  an +  a t-2e-a,3^4 -j- a i4 |i)i| (4.7)
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where an,  a ,2 , a ;3 and a,-4 are param eters which are assum ed constan ts in th is inves­
tigation , and Vi is the  ith  elem ent of the  vector U'v.  In this case, th e  m a trix  friction
coefficient A  takes the  form
A  = A i +  ^ 2e-^ d ia g{|c/'v|} +  j ( 4d\zg{\U'v\ }  (4.8)
where
Ai  =  d iag{ai r --a„,-} (4.9)
for i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .
T he problem  considered in this chap ter is th e  estim ation of th e  friction force 
vector F ( a , v )  in th e  system  (4.1)-(4.2).
4.3 Observers Dynamics
For th e  estim ation  of the  friction vector F ( a , v ) ,  assum ing availability  of the  
m easurem ents of th e  positions and velocities, two nonlinear observers are studied.
4.3.1 Generalized Coulomb Friction Observer (GCFO)
Let [U’v\i represent th e  ith  element of th e  vector U'v.  T hen, if a and  F  are the
estim ate  vectors of a and  F ( a , v )  respectively, the  following observer to  es tim ate  the
friction vector F ( a , v )  is proposed.
F  = U S( v ) a  (4.10)
a = zp  — K p  h{\U'v\)  (4.11)
w ith
where
i p  = K p  D(v)  S(v)  U' M  (x) [g(a;,i;,w) — US( v )  a]








£ > (» )=  (4-15)
and  K p  is a  m a trix  to  be chosen by the  designer to ensure convergence of the  error 
to  zero. (T he conditions under which K p  can be so chosen, are discussed in th e  nex t 
section.)
It is seen from (4.14)-(4.15) th a t h(\U'v\)  is a  vector w ith elem ents th a t  are 
functions which are analy tic  and m onotonic in their argum ents. M oreover, th e  m a trix  
D ( v)  is diagonal, the  elem ents of which are the partia l derivatives of the functions 
hi(-) w ith  respect to th e ir argum ents.
4.3.2 Generalized Tracking Observer (GTO)
A ssum ing again th a t F  is th e  es tim ate  vector of A (a ,u ) , th e  following a lte rn a te  
observer for friction estim ation  is proposed:
F  — z +  K \ x  +  K 2v (4-16)
w ith
z — —K \ v  — K 2M ~ 1( x ) [g(x , v ,w)  — F] (4.17)
w here AT and K 2 are m atrices to  be chosen by the  designer to  ensure boundedness
of th e  error.
4.4 Selection of Gains and Error Analysis
To determ ine the gains K p , Ax and AT, the  error betw een th e  tru e  and  the estim ated  
friction  param eters is considered.
4.4.1 Generalized Coulomb Friction Observer (GCFO)
T h e  e rro r between the  tru e  vector a and its estim ate  a is calcu la ted  for th e  purpose 
of determ ining  K p  and assessing perform ance. Let
ea =  a — a (4.18)
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D ifferentiating both  sides of the above equation (4.18), and using (4.11), (4.12) 
and (4.2), yields
ea — a — a
-  +  A'  dh( \U'v\ )d( \U>v\ )d(U'v)
+ F d(\u'v\) d{U'v)  dv  
= - I < F  D ( v ) S ( v ) U'  M ~ l U S{v)  e + a (4.19)
T he above differential equation is not homogeneous if vector a is no t a  constant. 
If th e  gain K p  is picked to ensure exponential stability  and a is bounded, th e  error 
will be bounded in a neighborhood of the  origin (B rockett, 1970).
N ext, it is shown th a t a is bounded when the friction coefficient m a trix  is given 
by (4.8).
In order for the  ra te  of change of a to  be bounded, each coefficient a, should 
be bounded, for every i =  1, • • •, v. Now, using equation (4.7) yields
<«■>
A ccording to  Lem m a 2.1, ^~r  is bounded. Furtherm ore, —-  represents th e  system
avi di
relative accelerations which can be assum ed to  be bounded.
4.4.2 Generalized Tracking Observer (GTO)
In order to  evaluate th e  perform ance of the  observer, the error betw een th e  tru e  and 
the estim ated  friction forces is considered.
ep — F  — F  (4.21)
D ifferentiating both  sides of (4.21), and using (4.16), (4.17) and (4.2), yields
ep = F  — F
— F  — z — K \ v  — K 2v
= AT M ~ 1{ x ) e F + F  (4.22)
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T he above differential equation is not homogeneous if vector F  is no t a  constan t. 
If th e  gain K% is picked to  ensure exponential stab ility  and  F  is bounded , th e  error 
will be bounded in a  neighborhood of the  origin (B rockett, 1970).
N ext, it is shown th a t F is bounded when th e  friction coefficients a,- are 
described by (4.7).
T he friction force vector is w ritten  in th e  form:
F = U S ( v ) a  (4.23)
and
F = U S{v)a + US(v)a + US(v)a (4.24)
If th e  friction coefficient vector a is constan t th e  last te rm  is zero; o therw ise it is 
bounded as shown in Section 4.4.1. U is in general a function of th e  positions x. It 
is reasonable to  assum e th a t th e  states x as well as th e  velocities are bounded and so 
are th e  m atrices U and  U. In addition, m atrix  S(v ) contains th e  sign of th e  relative 
system  velocities. Assum ing th a t [U'v\i ^  0, S(v) is real, bounded, and S(v) =  0. 
Finally, since all th e  term s of equation (4.24) are bounded, F  is bounded.
4.5 Friction Estimation W ithout Velocity M easurements
In th e  foregoing analysis, assum ing th a t th e  en tire  s ta te  vector of th e  system  was 
available for m easurem ent, two nonlinear observers were proposed to  e s tim ate  the 
friction force vector. In this section, however, only the position x is assum ed 
m easurable. Therefore, in order to es tim ate  the  unm easurable velocities, an 
add itional nonlinear reduced order s ta te  observer is used. This observer is com bined
in cascade w ith th e  observers of the  previous sections to  estim ate  th e  friction vector.
A block diagram  representation  of the cascade s tru c tu re  of th e  velocity and friction 







F ig u r e  4 .1  Cascade struc tu re  of velocity and  friction observers.
4 .5 .1  V e lo c i ty  O b s e rv e r  “ A r c h i te c tu r e ”
A ssum ing v represents the  estim ate  of the velocity v,  th e  following non linear, 
reduced-o rder s ta te  observer is proposed:
v = zv +  I \ vx  (4.25)
w ith
z v =  - A \ v  +  M ~ l {x) \g{x,v,  w) -  F] (4.26)
where I \ v is the  design param eters m atrix .
T he la tte r  observer uses as inputs the m easurem ents of th e  positions x  as well
as the  estim ates of the  previously proposed observers (4.10)-(4.12) or (4 .16)-(4 .17),
to  estim ate  the  velocities.
4 .6  C o m b in in g  V e lo c ity  a n d  F r ic t io n  O b s e rv e r s
W hen th e  velocity observer is used, the estim ate v  replaces in th e  friction observers 
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4.6.1 Generalized Coulomb Friction Observer (GCFO)
W hen th e  velocity observer is used, the  G CFO  observer (4.11)—(4.12) takes th e  form:
z F — K p D ( v ) S ( v ) U /M ~ 1(x) [g(x,i>^w) — US(v)a]
a = z F -  K F h{\U'v\)  (4.27)
F  = U S ( v ) a  (4.28)
To determ ine the  gains K p  and K v , th e  error under th e  real and  th e  es tim ated
param eters  has to  be considered. To th is end define
ev = v — v (4.29)
ea — a — a (4.30)
D ifferentiating b o th  sides of (4.29) and (4.30), and  using (4.2), (4.27) and 
(4.25), yields
K  =  qv{ev, e a, v , a )  (4-31)
ea =  qa{ev, e a, v , a )  + a (4.32)
w here
9v(e„, ea ,u ,« )  =  [g(x , v ,w)  -  g ( x , v , w) ]  -  M ~ l (x)  {6’(u )a  -  S{v  -  ev )[a -  ea]}
K y  G-y
qa(ev, ea, v , a )  =  K f D ( v  — ev) S (v  — ev) U ' Kvev
T he above differential equations are not homogeneous if vector a is no t a 
constan t. If th e  gains K v and K p  are picked to  ensure exponen tial s tab ility  and  
a is bounded, the error will be bounded in a neighborhood of th e  origin (B rockett, 
1970).
T he  Jacobian  m atrix  ^  of equations (4.31) and (4.32), calcu la ted  a t ev — ea —
0, is
_  - K v + M ~ 1(x)gv( x , v , w )  —M ~ 1(x)  US ( v )
K  F D( v ) S{ v ) U '  K v 0
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where gv( x , v , w ) =  djfo.j.w). por th e  above calculations of p a rtia l derivatives it is 
assum ed, th a t  v ^  ev, and n / e , ,  If th e  gain m atrices can be picked such th a t ^
has eigenvalues in the left half plane, H’®]! bounded and | | ^ | |  is sufficiently small,
th e  estim ation  error is exponentially stable.
4.6.2 Generalized Tracking Observer (GTO)
W hen th e  reduced order velocity observer is used, the G TO  observer, for th e  friction 
forces (4.16), (4.17) takes the form
z = —K\v — I\2M~1(x) [g(x,v,w) — A]
F  = z -f  K i x  +  AT?) (4.33)
To determ ine the  gains AT, K2 and K v, the  error under th e  real and  the
estim ated  param eters  has to  be considered. T he com ponents of th e  vector error 
are:
ev = v — v (4.34)
ep = F(a,v) — F  (4.35)
T he analysis is sim ilar to the  one presented for the  G C FO  observer in the  
previous section.
T he differential equations describing th e  ra te  of change of th e  es tim atio n  errors 
are th e  following
ev — M _1 (x)[g(x,v,w) — g(x,v,w)] — M~1(x)ep — K vev
eF = - ( K 1+I<2Kv)ev + F(a,v)  (4.36)
The above differential equations are not homogeneous. If th e  gains K v, AT and AT 
are picked to  ensure exponential stab ility  and F(a,v ) is bounded , th e  error will be 
bounded w ith in  th e  origin (B rockett, 1970).
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IN P U T
F ig u re  4 .2  T he tw o-m ass system .
T he Jacobian m a trix  ^  of equations (4.36) and (4.36), calculated  a t e„ =  ep
0, is
=
- K v + M  1(x)gv(x,  v, w) —M ~ 1(x)
- (A h  +  I<2K v) 0
w here gv(x . v .  w) =  M | ^ l . If the  gain m atrices can be picked such th a t ^  has 
eigenvalues in the  left half plane, J 1^11 bounded and ||<P|| is sufficiently sm all, the  
estim ation  error is exponentially stable.
4 .7  E x a m p le  1: T w o -M a s s  S y s te m
Let us consider the  system , shown in F igure 4.2, which consists of tw o m asses m i 
and  m 2, one on top of the other. In this system  friction appears betw een th e  two 
m asses as well as between the second mass and the  ground.
T he system  differential equations are
^1^1 =  ~{V2 +  *l3)x i +  ti3x 2 ~  F\
m 2 V2 =  -  ( 7/1 +  t]3 ) x 2 -  F2 + w  (4.37)
where r/i, rj2, //3 are the  spring constants, m i, m 2 are th e  m asses, while x \ ,  iq, x 2, v2 
are th e  displacem ent and the  velocity of the  masses m i and m 2 respectively, and w  
is the  input. F i , F 2 are the to tal friction forces of the first and th e  second mass,
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respectively, and are described as follows
Fi = a isgn(u i -  v2)
F2 =  a2sgn(v2) -  aisgn(t>i -  v2)
(4.38)
(4.39)
T h e  problem  considered in th is exam ple is the estim ation  of th e  friction forces 
th a t  ap p ea r in th e  tw o-m ass system .




x  = v
M v  — g ( x , v , w )  — F ( a , v )
F ( a , v )  = [ F  F2\' = U A  sgn(U'v)
x =  [xi x 2]', v - [ui v2\
g ( x , v , w )  - -{tl2 +  *73)2:1 +  *732:2 
*732:1 -  (*71 +  *73)2:2 +  w
M  = m  1 0 , u  =
1 O '
, A  =
a\ 0
0 m 2 - 1  1 0 0  2
(4.40)
(4.41)
N ext th e  two observers proposed in th e  chapter will be designed and  sim ulated.
4 .7 .1  O b s e rv e r s  D y n a m ic s
G e n e r a l iz e d  C o u lo m b  F r ic t io n  O b s e rv e r  (G C F O )
Choose h( \U’v\) to  be




Then, according to (4.15), the matrix D  becomes
D  =  diagjcfijcfe} =  d ia g {l, 1} (4.43)
Moreover, using (4.13), S ( v ) is
S(v )  = diag{sgn(vi -  v2 ),sgn (v2)} (4.44)
Finally, substituting (4.42)-(4.44) into (4.11) and (4.12), the GCFO observer 
takes the form
A  =  (zFi -  kFi\vi -  U2 |)sgn(f)i -  v 2) (4.45)
A  =  (zF2 -  kF2\v2\)sgn{v2) ~  F  (4.46)
and
1 A 
z f i  =  kFiSgn(vi -  t)2 ) { ( m i ) '  [-(r)2 +  r}3) x 1 +  tj3x 2 -  F x]
- ( m 2 ) ~ 1 [i ]3X1 -  ( 77! +  773) 2:2  -  F 2\ }
zF2 =  k F2sgn(v2){rn2)~l [2730,-1 -  (77! +  7 7 3 ) 2 2  -  A ]
where the gain K F =  diagl&Fi, kF2}.
Generalized Tracking Observer (GTO)
According to (4.16) and (4.17), the GTO observer for the friction forces has the 
following form
A  =  zi + kn xi  +  k21vi (4-47)
A  =  z2 T  k i2x 2 +  k22v 2 (4.48)
and
z\ =  ~ k u vi -  k2i ( m i ) ~ 1[—(rj2 +  773) 2 ! +  r)3x 2 -  A ]









Figure 4.3 System  in p u t and transien t responses, 
where th e  observer gain m atrices were picked to be diagonal, i.e
Ax =  d iag jfcn , A n}
A 2 =  diag {/C21 , A^22 }
Velocity Observer “Architecture” .
A ssum ing th a t only the  position is available for m easurem ents, th e  observer to 
estim ate  the  velocity is the  following
v\ = zVl +  kVlxi  (4.49)
v2 = kV2x 2 (4.50)
and
=  ~ k v l Vi +  { m i ) ~ l [ - { r ] 2 Jr  rj3 ) x i +rj3x 2 - F i \  
zV2 = - k V2v2 +  (m 2)-1 [7/3 X1 -  (r/i +  773)^2  +  w  -  F 2\
where, K v =  d i a g ^ ^ , k V2}.
4.7.2 Simulation Results
For th e  sim ulations, the  values of the  system  param eters are assum ed to  be m \  =  10,
m 2 — 50, rji =  100, 772 =  50, 773 — 20, a i =  10 and a2 = 20. T he m easurem ents of
the positions are considered to be contam inated  w ith w hite noise w ith  a  rm s value
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of 0.1. T he inpu t is sinusoidal with frequency 7r Hz. T he system  in p u t and  transien t 
response are shown in Figure 4.3.
T he results for the  G CFO  observer are shown in Figures 4.4a and  4.5a. T he 
observer gain m atrices used in the sim ulations are
K f  =  d iag{500 ,700}
K v =  d iag {1 0 ,10}
Figures 4.4b and  4.5b show the results for the  G TO  observer. T he observer 
gain m atrices used in the  sim ulations are
K\  =  d iag{0 ,0}
K 2 =  diag{ —1000, —5000}
K v =  d iag{10 ,10}
T he estim ation  of “extended” Coulomb friction is shown in F igures 4.5a,b. 
In th e  sim ulations th e  gains for the observers rem ain unchanged, w hile th e  friction 
coefficients are described as follows
d  =  20 + l 0 e - ^ ~ v^ + \ v 1 - v 2\
a2 =  40 +  20e-1"21+  2|u2|
As it can be seen from  th e  sim ulations, th e  G CFO  observer th a t  is designed 
based on a Coulom b friction model, perform s better: T he G TO  observer needs a 
relatively  high gain to  track  the  details of th e  friction force, which resu lts in a  high 
overshoot in th e  observer transien t response.
4.8 Example 2: Two Link Robot Arm
T he dynam ic equation  describing the m otion of a  two robot arm  m an ip u la to r is 
(G rossm an, 1991) (F igure 4.6)
M(0)u> + Fc(0,ui) 4- Fg(0) = w -  F(a,ui) (4.51)
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where
0  = [ o ,  62 y
UJ =  [ U7i U>2 ]
(4.52)
(4.53)
are vectors containing the  angular positions and velocities of th e  two links respec­
tively.
M atrix  M(9) is th e  ine rtia  m atrix  and can be w ritten  analy tically  as follows:
M{0) = M u  M i 2 







—  I l  +  1 2 +  777-1 T  7772 ( ^ i  4" ^2 ) "b 27772 1^^ 2 COS 6 2
I 2 +  m 2b\ +  m 2lib2 cos02
= M-12
I 2 +  777260
where m,-, /,• are th e  m ass and the  length of th e  ?th link, 6,- is th e  d istance from  the  
?th jo in t to the  center of gravity  of the  7th link, and  /, is th e  m om ent of in e rtia  of 
th e  7th link about th e  center of gravity.
T he  vector Fc(0,u>) represents th e  coriolis and  centrifugal forces of th e  system  
w hile Fg(0) is the  g rav itational force vector. T he ana ly tic  expressions of th e  vectors 
Fc(0, u ) and Fg(9) are
Fc(6,u>) = -7772/ l6 2(2u>i 4- U72)< 2^ sin(02) 
7772 / l 6 2U7j sin(02)
and
(mibi  +  m 2li) cos($i) 4- m 2b2 cos(0a 4- 02) 
m 262 cos{6 1 4 - 6*2 )
(4.55)
(4.56)f 9{0) =
w here g is the  g rav ita tional acceleration.
T he  inpu t vector w  is th e  sum  of all the  ex ternal inpu t forces applied to  the  
system .
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Friction is assum ed present a t the two jo ints and is described in (4.51) b}' the  
vector F(a,uj ) i  where
'  F,  ' ’ aisgn(cui)





T he vector a contains the  unknown constant Coulom b friction coefficients a i ,  and 
a2.
T he problem  considered in this exam ple, is th e  estim ation  of th e  friction vector 
F ( a , u ) .
4.8.1 Friction Observer “Architecture”
Generalized Coulomb Friction Observer (GCFO)
A ssum e a and F  to  be th e  estim ate  of a and F(a,u>) respectively. Then, th e  G C FO  
observer takes the form:
a =  zp — K f  M  




zF =  K f S{ u ) M ~ \ 9 ) [ w  -  Fc{9,Cj ) -  Fg{0) -  F] (4.59)
w here M ~ 1(6) is the  inverse of the  inertia  m atrix  M( 0 )  and K F is a m atrix  to  be
chosen by th e  designer to  ensure convergence of the error to  zero. Notice th a t  th e
in e rtia  m atrix  is positive definite, and can always be inverted.
Velocity Observer “Architecture”
A ssum ing Cj represents the  estim ate  of the velocity w, th e  velocity observer takes the  
form :
Cj  — zw +  K w9 (4.60)
with
z„ = M ~ 1{9)[u -  Fc{9,u>) -  Fg(9) -  F] ~  K uu>
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(4.61)
w here K w is the  designed param eters m atrix .
T he la tte r  observer uses as inputs the  m easurem ents of th e  angular position 9 
as well as the  estim ates of the  previously proposed observer (4.57) to estim ate the  
velocities of the links.
4.8.2 Simulation Results
To verify the  perform ance of the observers described above, a sim ulation study  was 
perform ed. The values of the  system  param eters were assum ed to  be m i  =  0.7718 
kg, m 2 =  0.2713 kg, h = 0.205 m, /2 =  0.224 m, I\ = 0.00863 k g -m 2, / 2 =  0.00132 
k g -m 2, k\ — 0.04 m, k2 =  0.065 m and g = 9.8 m /s2. T he m easurem ents of angular 
positions were considered to  be contam inated with w hite noise w ith an rm s value of
0.5. T he applied inputs were u\ — sin(2tf) and u2 =  0. T he values of the friction 
coefficients were assumed to be a\ =  0.001 and a2 =  0.005. T he gain m atrices K p  
and K w were selected as
K p  = .01 0 .01 0.005 I<u =
1 0.5 
1 10
The results are shown in Figure 4.7. As can be seen from th e  figure, friction can be 
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F ig u r e  4 .4  (a) Perform ance of the G CFO  observer in estim ating  C oulom b friction 
Fi  betw een the  two masses and (Fi + F2) between th e  second m ass and  the  ground 
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F ig u re  4 .5  (a) Performance of the G CFO  observer in estim ating “extended” 
Coulomb friction Fi between the two masses and (Fi +  F 2 ) between the second 
mass and the ground (b) Performance of the G TO  observer in estim ating the system  
friction forces.













F ig u r e  4 .7  Perform ance of th e  GCFO observer in estim ating  Coulom b friction (a) 
A ctual and estim ated  friction F\ (b) Actual and estim ated  friction F 2.
C H A PT E R  5
FRICTION CANCELLATION IN A SYSTEM W ITH MULTIPLE  
INPUTS AN D FRICTION SOURCES
5.1 Introduction
T he problem  considered in th is chap ter is the cancellation of friction in system s w ith 
m ultip le  inpu ts  and friction sources. This problem  has been considered in the  past by 
m any researchers. Techniques such as high gain PD control, m odel-based  feedback, 
d ith e r, jo in t torque control, m odel reference adaptive control, adap tive  pulse w idth  
control were proposed.
In th is chapter an investigation is conducted concerning the  rela tion  betw een 
th e  system  topology and friction cancellation in a system  linear w ith respect to  the  
inpu ts. In particu lar, topological conditions are derived, based on th e  d istribu tion  
of th e  inpu ts and  the friction forces in the  system , which determ ine w hether to ta l or 
p a rtia l friction cancellation is possible. W hen cancellation is possible, an appropria te  
feedback control law is designed to cancel the friction. T he m ethod leads to to ta l or 
p a rtia l friction cancellation, depending on the topology of th e  system .
T he proposed feedback design can be com bined w ith  th e  a lgorithm s for friction 
estim ation  proposed in the  previous chapters (or, for th a t m a tte r , ano ther friction 
estim ation  m ethod) to  cancel th e  friction forces.
S im ulation results dem onstra te  the  effectiveness of th e  m ethod.
5.2 Statem ent of the Problem
T he general dynam ic model th a t describes a system  which is linear w ith respect to  
th e  inpu ts, is
x  = v (5-1)




x = [xi x2 • ■ • xn}' (5.3)
V  =  [Ui v2 ■■■ vny (5.4)
and X{ and V{ are the  ith  “position” and “velocity,” respectively. T he  m a trix  M(x)  is 
th e  known m ass m atrix  which is sym m etric and positive definite. T he  vector g(x, v) 
and th e  m a trix  B  are also assum ed to  be known and w  is a r  x 1 vector of th e  ex ternal 
system  inputs; F  is th e  friction vector which can be w ritten  as follows
F  =  U F  (5.5)
where th e  vector F  contains the  different friction forces, i.e.
F = [ F t  " •  Fv ] ' (5.6)
and U is th e  friction “d istribu tion” m a trix  (A ppendix A).
T he  problem  considered in th is chap ter is th e  determ ination  of an appropria te  
feedback control law to cancel the  friction vector F.  This problem , however, doesn’t 
have always a  solution, as it will becom e apparen t by the  analysis th a t follows. In the 
next section, necessary and sufficient conditions will be derived to  de term ine  which 
of the friction forces can be cancelled.
5.3 Design of Feedback Control Law
The in p u t w  of th e  system  can be w ritten  as
w = u +  u (5.7)
where u  is th e  inpu t designed for the  system  w ith no friction to  satisfy  some 
perform ance criteria , and u  is the inpu t th a t will be designed to  elim inate  or cancel 
(when possible) th e  effects of friction.
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T he problem  of friction cancellation can be reform ulated as follows: F ind  an 
app rop ria te  inpu t u such th a t
B u  = U F  (5.8)
assum ing th a t B  is a n x r  m atrix , where n  is th e  num ber of the system  sta tes  and 
r  the  num ber of th e  system  inputs. The conditions under which equation  (5.8) has 
a  solution are exam ined below and a feedback control law is designed when possible 
to  do so.
5.3.1 Perfect Friction Cancellation
Perfect friction cancellation is possible under certain  topological conditions between 
th e  d istribu tion  of th e  inputs and the distribution of the friction forces in the system .
m n — r  and rank i?  -- r
In this case the  inpu t u takes the form
u = B ~ l U F (5.9)
•  n  > r  and rank i?  =  r  and U2F  =  0 
where th e  m atrix  U2 is defined as
K U  =
and the  m atrix  K  is determ ined such th a t
Ui
u 2 (5.10)
K B  = 0
If th e  above conditions are satisfied, friction can be cancelled perfectly  by the 
following input
u = B y 1U i F  (5.11)
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•  n >  r  and ran ld? < r  and U2 F  = 0
where C/2  is defined by (5.10). If th e  above conditions are satisfied, then 
m ore than  one solution may be found for (5.8). To determ ine a  solution, the 
algorithm , proposed in A ppendix B, m ay be used.
5.3.2 Partial Friction Cancellation
e n > r  and rank i?  =  r  and U2 F  /  0
where U2 is defined by (5.10).
In th is case friction can be cancelled partially  by the  following inpu t
u = B ^ U 1F  (5.12)
a n > r  and rankB  < r  and U2 F  ^  0
where U2 is defined by (5.10). To determ ine a solution, the  algorithm  proposed 
in A ppendix B may be used.
a n < r  and rankB  <  n,
then  a solution th a t minimizes the least mean square error is proposed. Specif­
ically,
u = ( B ' B ) ~ l B ' U F  (5.13)
In th e  special case where rank /?  =  n, the algorithm  given in A ppendix B may 
be used in order to determ ine an appropriate inpu t u.
N ote 1
T he theory  presented in this section is based on the  knowledge of the friction d istri­
bution m a trix  C/, the control m atrix  B , the mass m atrix  M , and the  vector friction
force F.  In the case where F  is not known, the GCFO and G DFO observers, proposed
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in C hap ter 4 and 7, respectively, can be used to estim ate the unknow n forces. The 
G TO  observer, however, as is proposed in C hapters 4 and 8, assum es th a t U is 
unknown, and  estim ates F  instead of F , which m ay be very im p o rtan t for some 
applications. T he modified GTO observer, (M G TO ), able to  estim ate  F, has the 
following form
F  =  z +  KmiX  +  A m2 U (5.14)
w ith
i  =  - I < mlv -  I<m2M ~ 1[g(x ,v ,w)  -  UF] (5.15)
where F  is the  estim ate  vector of F, and Km\ and K m2 are m atrices to  be chosen 
by the  designer to  ensure convergence of the  estim ation error to  zero. To determ ine 
the  m atrices Km\ and Km2, the sam e procedure as th a t followed in C hap ter 4 can 
be applied. T he M GTO  observer is sim ilar to  the G TO , and can be used to estim ate 
Coulom b as well as dynam ic friction satisfactorily. W hen the observers are used, the  
inpu t w  uses th e  estim ates of the friction instead of the actual friction force.
N o te  2
If the  m atrix  B  contains some zero rows, then friction forces th a t cannot be cancelled 
may exist in th e  system . In this case, for simplicity, we can elim inate these forces from 
th e  equation (5.8) before we proceed to apply the conditions for p artia l or perfect 
friction cancellation. To this end, the  following procedure should be followed:
S te p  1: Assum e th a t th e  zero rows in B  are the  ijs t , • • •, i/th . T hen, elim inate  those 
rows, and create  a  subm atrix  B  of B , which contain no zero rows.
S te p  2 : Check if there  are any non zero elem ents in the iis t , • • •, i/th  rows of the 
m atrix  U . If the re  are, it is assumed th a t they belong to the j \ st, • • •, j sth  columns. 
This m eans th a t there exist friction forces th a t cannot be cancelled. T he  friction 
forces Fi th a t are th e  j \ st, • • •, j sth  elem ents of the vector F cannot be cancelled due
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to  th e  relative d istribu tion  of the system  inputs w ith the one of the frictions on the 
difFerent system  degrees-of-freedoni.
S te p  3: E lim inate th e  rows z*ist, • • •, i/th  as well as the colum ns j \ s t ,  • • •, j sth  from 
th e  m atrix  U and create a new subm atrix  U. F inally create a subm atrix  Fn which 
results from F  after elim inating the j i s t ,  • • •, j sth  elements.
Considering the  m atrix  simplifications proposed above, equation (5.8) can be 
rew ritten  as follows
B u  =-UFn (5.16)
5 .4  E x a m p le :  T w o -M a s s  S y s te m  (C o n tin u e d )
Let us consider again the  tw o-m ass system  (Figure 4.2). T he system  differential 
equations are
m / i i  =  ~{r )2 + r)3) x x + r)3x 2 -  F^ . (5.17)
m 2v 2 =  T]3x i  -  [T] 1 +  Tj3) x 2 +  w  -  F 2 (5.18)
where F i and F2 are th e  to ta l friction forces applied to the  top and bo ttom  mass 
respectively. For the above system ,
Fx =  F/
F 2 -  F2 — F\
where F\ is the friction th a t exists between the two masses, and F2 is th e  friction 
between the second mass and the ground.
It can be easily seen th a t when the input is applied on the  bo ttom  m ass, only F 2 
can be to tally  cancelled. This can also be shown by following the analysis developed 
in the  present chapter.
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S te p  1: Form  m atrices M ,  B , U and F  using equations (5 .17)-(5 .18), as
mi 0
, B  =
'  0 ' u = 1 o ' F  = '  h '0 m 2 1 1 —1 1 f 2
S te p  2: T he first row of m a trix  B  is zero. Thus, we have to  check if there  exist any 
nonzero elem ents in the first row of th e  m atrix  U . As it can be seen, th e  elem ent 
w hich belongs to  th e  first row and first column of U is nonzero. Therefore, e lim inate 
th e  first row of B , the  first row and colum n of U  and the  first elem ent F\  of the 
fric tion  vector, and create th e  subm atrices B ,  U and F n, as
B  ~  1, U — 1, Fn = F2 
S te p  3: Solve th e  equation (5.16). By doing so, we get
u = F2
as expected.
N otice th a t in the  case where the  friction observers proposed previously were 
used, th e  in p u t u would be equal to  the  estim ate  of th e  second friction F2 and not 
th e  ac tu a l F2.
For th e  sim ulations the  actual system  has an in p u t w  of th e  form
w — F2 +  sin(2f)
T he  ideal system , however, does not contain the force F2 and  has an inpu t equal to 
sin(2£). In add ition , the actual friction is assum ed to  be described by th e  “C oulom b” 
m odel, w hile th e  G CFO  observer is used to  estim ate  th e  friction.
T he results of the  sim ulations are shown in F igure 5.1. As it can be seen from  
th e  g raphs, the  response of the  actual system  is very m uch closer to  th e  response of 

























F ig u r e  5 .1  (a) T ransien t responses of the  masses of th e  actual system  (w ith  friction 
and w ithou t friction  cancellation) and th e  ideal system  (b) T ransien t responses of 
the  masses of th e  actual system (w ith friction and  friction cancellation) and  the 
ideal system  (c) Lines # 1  and # 2  show the error betw een the  tran s ien t responses of 
Figures (a) and  (b) respectively.
C H A PTER  6
ADAPTIVE COMPENSATION OF DYNAM IC FRICTION IN A 
SINGLE DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM  SYSTEM
6.1 Introduction
T he problem  considered in th is chapter is the  estim ation  and cancellation of friction 
in a  single degree-of-freedom  system  assum ing th a t friction is described by a  dynam ic 
m odel, (Dahl, 1976, Haessig et ah, 1991) ra ther th a n  a m em oryless m odel th a t  has 
been considered in the  previous chapters.
Evidence is m ounting th a t friction is a  dynam ic phenom enon, i.e., th a t a  zero- 
m em ory nonlinearity  does not adequately cap tu re  the  tru e  n a tu re  of friction (D ahl, 
1976, Haessig et ah, 1991, A rm strong-H elouvry, 1991, Hess e t al., 1991, C anudas et 
ah , 1993) The dynam ic effects of friction, however, are often sm all and difficult to 
m easure. Therefore it would be natu ra l to ask w hether it is perm issible to  ignore 
th em  in designing a  com pensation technique th a t relies upon a  m odel of th e  friction.
In the  present chap ter the perform ance of th ree  friction estim ato rs  are 
com pared. T he first (C FO ) is the  one proposed by Friedland e t al. (1991), and 
is designed based on th e  Coulomb friction m odel. The second proposed observer 
(T O ) is based on the  tracking of the to tal friction force F  as an unknow n bias 
(also presented in th e  previous chapters). T he th ird  observer (D FO ), proposed in 
th is chapter, incorporates an assum ed dynam ic friction m odel (i.e., D ahl or the  
re se t-in teg ra to r) .
If the  velocity is not directly measured, ano ther reduced-o rder observer is used 
to  estim ate  it. Conditions for stability  of the  estim ato rs  are derived in th e  absence 
of a  velocity observer and in the presence thereof.
To com pare th e  perform ance of the proposed observers in estim ating  dynam ic 
friction, sim ulations were conducted.
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6.2 Statement of the Problem
The dynamic process studied is assumed to be a single mass acted upon by a friction 
force F  and a control force w.  Accordingly, the overall dynamics of the process are 
represented by
=  v (6.1)
=  w - F  (6.2)
where x  and v  are the position and velocity of the mass, respectively. The friction 
force F  is given by
F  -  a f  (6.3)
/  =  £ ( « ,/ )  (6-4)
where the parameter a is the coefficient of friction that multiplies the normalized
friction / ,  and £ (u ,/ )  is assumed to be a bounded function as long as v and /  are
bounded.
The function £ ( v , f )  varies between the different friction models. Specifically, 
for the  “reset in tegrator” friction model
=  c { v- r ' ( f ) ]  (6-5)
where c is a constant that determines the width of the hysteresis and ) is the
inverse function of </>(•). <f>{v) =  —<f>(—v)  is a function of the velocity which can 
be assumed to vary between ± 1 . For implementation purposes suitable analytical 
approximations for and its inverse should be used.
A nother m odel, considered in th is thesis is the  Dahl m odel. For this model the 
function £ ( u , / )  has the following form:
£(«>/) = cv\l -  Mv)l'sgn[l ~ f H v)\ (6-6)




Now, as has already been mentioned in the  C hapters 2 and 3, for friction 
cancellation, the  inpu t w should be of the form
w = u + F  (6.7)
where F  is the estim ate  of friction and u is given as
u = - g \ { x  -  x r) -  g2v  (6.8)
w ith x T to be a reference position and the coefficients g\ and g2 to  be selected to
satisfy desired perform ance specifications.
T he problem  considered in this chapter is the  estim ation and cancellation of 
dynam ic friction F  in th e  system  (6.1)—(6.2).
6.3 Observer Dynamics
Defining a, /  and F  to  represent the estim ates of a, /  and F , respectively, the
dynam ics of th e  th ree  friction observers stud ied  below are:
6.3.1 Coulomb Friction Observer (CFO)
This observer is designed based upon a Coulom b friction m odel and is described as 
follows
F  =  (zp — kp  | v |^)sgn(u) (6.9)
zp  = kp  // |u |M~x(tti — F) sgn(u) (6.10)
where zp  is the observer s ta te  and kp is the observer gain to be chosen by th e  designer
to  ensure convergence of the error to zero.
6.3.2 Tracking Observer (TO)
T his observer is based upon the tracking of th e  to ta l friction force F. Its dynam ics 
are given by:
F — z +  k \x  +  k2v  (6.11)
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z =  —k\v — k2(w — F)  (6.12)
where z  is the observer state and k\ ,  k2 are the observer gains to be chosen by the 
designer to ensure convergence of the error to zero.
6.3.3 Dynamic Friction Observer (DFO)
This observer is designed based upon a dynamic model for / ,  and estim ates of the 
friction coefficient a and the normalized friction force / .  Specifically
a -  za + kaf v  (6.13)
/  =  z f  + k j i x  +  kf2v (6.14)
with
Za =  —kav £ i ( v , f )  -  kaf ( w  — F)  
Zf  =  - k f i v -  k f 2(w -  F)  + £ i ( u , / )
and
F  = a f  (6.15)
where za, z j  are the observer states and ka, and k j 2 are the observer gains to
be chosen by the designer to ensure convergence of the error to zero. The function
£ i(-,-) corresponds to the dynamic friction model based on which the observer is 
designed, and may not be the same as the function £(•, •) used to describe the actual 
friction model.
6.4 Selection of Gains and Error Analysis
To establish conditions for the gains kp,  Aq, k2, ka, k j i  and k j 2, we consider the error 
between the true friction force F  and its estimate F:
ep  =  F  — F  (6.16)
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D ifferentiating b o th  sides of the  above equation  and  using (6.4) th rough  (6.15), an 
analy tic  expression for each observer is derived th a t describes the  ra te  of change of 
th e  estim ation  erro r ep.
6.4.1 Coulomb Friction Observer (CFO)
T he differentia] equation  of the  error ep  is
ep = F  — F
=  F  — zp  sgn(u) — Icf
=  F  — kp fi \v\,i~1ep  (6.17)
T he  following conditions are sufficient for exponential stab ility  of th e  estim ation  error 
in a  neighborhood of zero:
1 .  f t  >  0
2. kp  >  0
3. d F / d t  bounded
assum ing th a t v is bounded away from the  origin. N otice th a t C ondition 2 is assum ed
to  be valid by th e  s ta tem en t of the  problem  as long as th e  system  velocity and  friction
force rem ain bounded.
6.4.2 Tracking observer (TO)
T he differential equation  of the error ep is
ep = F  — F
— F  — z — k \ v  — k2v
= k2ep  T  F  (6.18)
In order for th e  solution of this differential equation  to rem ain in a neighborhood of 
th e  origin, th e  following conditions m ust be valid:
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1. k2 < 0
2. d F / d t  bounded
N otice th a t there is no restric tion on k\.
6.4.3 Dynamic Friction Observer (DFO)
T his observer is second order, therefore two differential equations are needed to  
describe th e  propagation of the  error. Define
ea = a — a (6.19)
ej  = f - f  (6 .20)
T hen , differentiating equations (6.19) and (6.20) and using (6.13) and (6.14) yields
ej  = f - ' f
= k f2aef  +  kf2f e a -  kJ2eaef  +  £ ( u , / )  -  £ i ( v , f )  ( 6 .21 )
and
ea — a — a
= - k a{ f  + k j 2v -  ej ) (aej  T  f e a -  eaej)  (6.22)
T he  above differential equations are not homogeneous if the  model for which the
observer is designed does not m atch the actual friction model.
The Jacobian m atrix  of equations (6.21), calculated a t ej  =  ea =  0, is
*  = ^/2« +  £l f i v i f )  k j 2 f—kaa ( f  +  k j 2v ) —kaf ( f  +  k j 2v ) (6.23)
w here ^ i / ( u , / )  =  9^ i vd)._ jf the  gains can be picked such th a t ’S' has eigenvalues in 
th e  left half plane, ||\P || bounded and ||® || is sufficiently sm all, th e  estim ation  error 
is exponentially  stab le and will converge in a neighborhood of th e  origin (the  size of 
which depends on |£(u, / )  — £i(u, / ) |) .
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To find th e  conditions under which m atrix  has eigenvalues in th e  left half 
p lane th e  R o u th -H urw itz  criterion can be applied. Using th is  criterion  it is found 
th a t it is sufficient to  pick the  gains as follows:
1- k af { f  + v k f2) > 0 
k a f { f  + v k f2) +
a2. 0 <  kJ2 <
3 . ^ M < 0
d f
T he requirem ent th a t the  ra te  of change of £(u, / )  w ith respect to  /  is less than  
zero is satisfied if £ ( u , / )  describes the  Dahl m odel, (6.6), or th e  “rese t-in teg ra to r” 
m odel (6.5):
If th e  D FO  observer is designed based on Dahl friction m odel, then  £ i ( u , / )  is 
given by (6.6) and Condition 3 is always satisfied since
(^b ./") // \ • |-i r ; /  \ |i - l
— — —  =  - C  V 4>{v) I |1 -  f(j>(v)\
As it has already been m entioned, (f>(v) is an odd function, therefore v<j>(v) > 0, and 
c is th e  w id th  of the  hysteresis which is a positive scalar. Hence <9<fj ( v , f ) / d f  < 0.
If th e  D FO  observer is designed based on reset-in tegrator m odel, then  £ i( v , f )  
is given by (6.5) and Condition 3 is always satisfied since
d £ i { v j )  di )>-\ f )
— a ] -  = ~ c- a r < 0
since <^ _1( / )  is a  m onotonically increasing function.
6.5 Friction Estimation W ithout Velocity M easurements
T he foregoing analysis was based on direct m easurem ents of th e  velocity of the 
mass. However, if only the position of the  mass can be observed, it is necessary 
to es tim a te  th e  velocity as well. T he resulting overall observer is configured as two 
coupled reduced-o rder observers as shown in Figure 3.1. T he first uses the  m easured
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position  and the  estim ate  of the  friction to  provide an estim ate  of the velocity, and 
th e  second uses the estim ate  of the velocity to  estim ate  th e  friction.
T he dynam ics of th e  velocity observer are
v = zv +  kvx  (6.24)
zv = u — kvv  (6.25)
w here v is th e  estim ate  of the  velocity and kv is th e  corresponding observer gain.
6.6 Combining Velocity and Friction Observers
W hen th e  velocity observer is used, the  estim ate v replaces th e  tru e  velocity v  in the 
friction observers.
T he gains of th e  com bined friction-velocity observers are established by placing 
th e  poles of the  dynam ic system  defined by the  estim ation  errors:
e„ =  v - v  = qv(ev, e F) (6.26)
eF =  F  -  F  -  qF(ev, e F ) (6.27)
T he erro r analysis will be stud ied  below for each of th e  th ree  friction observers.
6.6.1 Coulomb Friction Observer (CFO)
In th e  case of unm easurable velocities the Coulom b friction observer is considered 
w ith  fi — 1. Then,
^ i» (c ui  &F ) — k v Cv  &F
qF[&VI i^*1)   kF kyCy T  F
and
^  =
T he error converges in a  neighborhood of zero if F  is bounded and the  Jacob ian  
m a trix  \Er is negative definite, and bounded away from the  origin. T he conditions for 






1. kv >  0
2. kp > 0
6.6.2 Tracking Observer (TO)
For th is  observer
ep)    ky&y &P
Qf (gv, ep)  =  - ( k t + k2kv)ev +  F
and th e  Jacob ian  m atrix  is given by
^  = ky 1—k\  — k 2k v 0 (6.29)
As in th e  case of the  first observer, the  erro r converges in a  neighborhood of zero 
if F  is bounded and the  Jacobian m atrix  is negative definite, and  bounded away 
from  th e  origin. T he conditions for th e  Jacobian m atrix  to  be negative definite are 
th e  following:
1. kv >  0
2. k\  T  k2kv <  0
6.6.3 Dynamic Friction Observer (DFO)
T he p aram ete r-e stim a tin g  observer has th ird -o rd e r dynam ics; hence th ree  differ­
en tia l equations are needed to  characterize th e  error propagation:
ev =  v - v  =  qv(ev, e a, e j , v , F )  (6.30)
ea = a - a  = qa(ev, ea, ey, v,  F )  (6.31)
ey =  / - /  = qf (ev, e a te j , v , F )  (6.32)
where
7u( t^M e j , u, F)  kvcv cp
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qa(ev , e a, e j , v , F )  = -fc0[(u -  e„)(fc/i +  k j 2kv) +  kv( f  -  ej )]ev
^ai 6 / j ^ ) ■ '^) =  kf \Cv k j 2kve v T  / )  6  ®tn f  ® / )
T he Jacob ian  m a trix  of the  above equations, where
^  =
dqv dqv dqv
dev dea d t f
dqa dqa dqa
dev dea d t f
dqj_ dqj_ dqf
5e„ dea d t f
- /
ka{v(hfi  ~\~ T  kvf') 0
^ 6  K / )
—a
— fcyi — kfzky 0
0
5 6  ( v j )
dv " Jl "J^ v " d f  
determ ines th e  local behavior of the  estim ation  error. In order for th e  m a trix  ^  to
be negative definite, th e  following conditions are sufficent:
1. kv > a >  0
2. — ka[ v f ( k j i  +  k j 2 kv) +  K p ]  > 0
566b/)3. 5/ < 0
For the  second condition, note th a t v f  >  0. Thus, choosing ka <  0 and  k j i + k j 2 kv > 0 
ensures th a t C ondition 2 is satisfied. T he th ird  condition is always valid for a  D ahl or 
“reset in teg ra to r” m odel, as it has been shown in section 1.4.3. If these  conditions are 
m et 11^|| is bounded and 11^|[sufficiently sm all, th e  error differential equations are 
exponentially  stab le . Finally, since the  error dynam ic system  is no t hom ogeneous, 
ano ther condition  should be added ( |£ ( v , f )  — 6 ( u » /) l <  e)> t °  ensure convergence 
of the  error around zero.
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6.7 Simulated Performance
T he th ree  observers are com pared in a sim ulation study. For th e  sim ulations, we 
consider the  ideal system  (the  system  w ith no friction), w ith  inpu t u  given by (6.8) 
w here the  gains g\ and  <72 are chosen to  be g\ =  200 and 5 2  =  20. T he closed loop 
ideal system , w ith  th is inpu t it, has a na tu ra l frequency of 10\/2  and a  dam ping  
facto r 0.707. In add ition , the  actual system , given by (6 .1)-(6 .2), is assum ed to  have 
the  in p u t u>, given by (6.7), and u  the sam e as th e  ideal. T he  reference position is a 
square wave w ith a  frequency of 0.5 Hz. M oreover, w hite noise w ith an rm s value of 
0.1 is added to  th e  m easured position for verisim ilitude.
As a dynam ic friction model is assum ed th e  reset in teg rato r m odel. T he 
function </>(•), in th e  dynam ic friction model, is approx im ated  by
( D l ( f - l )  + D 2y f >  1 
r ‘( / ) = <  D 2f ,  —I <  /  <  1 (6.33)
I  A ( / + i ) - r > 2 , / < - i
w ith D\  =  1000 and D 2 =  0.0001. T he friction coefficient a and the  m odel gain c 
were set to  50 and  100, respectively. In add ition , the  th ird  observer was designed 
based upon th e  reset in teg rato r model.
As expected, th e  DFO observer, based upon th e  estim ation  of th e  param eters  of 
an otherw ise com pletely defined model, perform s th e  best in estim ating  th e  friction 
level (F igure 6.1a). T he tracking observer also perform s rem arkably well, even 
cap tu ring  the  hysteresis effect (Figure 6.1b). T he first observer, C F O , is m ost 
sensitive to  observation noise. (The effect of noise is scarcely percep tib le  w ith  the  
o ther observers.) B u t, although it does not cap tu re  th e  hysteresis effect, it estim ates 
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F ig u r e  6 .1  A ctual and ideal transien t response, e rro r betw een the actual and 
ideal system  response, actual friction, and estim ated  fric tion  using (a) the CFO 
com pensator, w ith kp  =  100, fi = 1 and kv =  100 (b) th e  TO  com pensator, w ith 
ki =  0. k2 =  —100 and kv = 100 (c) the  DFO com pensator, w ith k / 1 =  —0.01, 
k / 2  — 0, ka =  —10 and kv =  100
C H A PT E R  7
AD APTIVE ESTIMATION OF DYNAM IC FRICTION IN A 
MULTIPLE DEG REE-O F-FREEDO M  SYSTEM
7.1 Introduction
T he problem  considered in this chapter is the  estim ation  of friction in a m ultip le 
degree-of-freedom  system  assum ing th a t friction is described by a  dynam ic m odel. 
T he resu lts of th is chap ter are an extension to  those presented in C h ap te r 6, for 
system s w ith m ultip le degrees-of-freedom  and friction sources.
Two friction estim ators, generalization of those presented before, are  proposed 
and com pared. T he first is the  generalized dynam ic friction observer designed based 
on a dynam ic friction m odel (G DFO ); the  second (G T O ) is the  generalized tracking 
observer presented  in C hapter 4.
For th e  analysis both  the  cases of m easurable and unm easurab le  system  
“velocities” are considered.
Finally, favorable sim ulation results verify the  theoretical analysis. T he results 
indicate th a t th e  dynam ic effects of friction in control system s can be dealt with 
effectively.
7.2 Statement of the Problem
A system  w ith  m ultiple degrees-of-freedom , as has already been m entioned , is 
consisted from  one or m ore masses characterized by transla tional m otion in one 
or m ore directions a n d /o r  ro tational m otion. In the  following analysis th e  case of 
ro tational m otion perpendicular to p lanar transla tional will be considered as well as 
transla tiona l m otion in three dimensions.
T he dynam ic m odel th a t describes such a system  is the  following
x  =  v  (7.1)
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M ( x ) v  — g ( x , v , w )  — F (7.2)
w here
v  =  [ui v2
(7.3)
(7.4)
and  Xi and  u; are the ith  “position” and “velocity” . T he m ass m a trix  M  is sym m etric 
and  positive definite. Vector g ( x , v , w)  is a  function of position  and  velocity, as well as 
of th e  ex terna l non-frictional inpu t w  to  the  system  and represents th e  to ta l system  
force vector; F  is th e  friction vector.
A ssum ing th a t the  friction between two surfaces is described by a  “dynam ic” 
m odel, th en  it  can be shown (see A ppendix A), th a t th e  friction force vector can be 
w ritten  in th e  following form
F  = U A  f  (7.5)
w here











Vector a contains the  unknow n friction coefficients; U  is a  known n  x v m atrix ; 
£i(vi, f i )  is a  function th a t depends on the  assum ing dynam ic m odel (D ahl, reset 
in teg ra to r, etc.) and for th e  analysis is assumed bounded if V{ and /,• are both  
bounded. N otice th a t £,(-, •) m ay not be the  same as £j(-, •) for i ^  j .
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T he problem  considered in this chap ter is the  estim ation  of th e  friction force 
vector F.
7.3 Observer Dynamics
Defining a, f  and  F  to  represent the  estim ates of a,  /  and F  respectively, the  
dynam ics of th e  two friction observers stud ied  in this chap ter are:
7.3.1 Generalized Dynamic Friction Observer (GDFO)
T his observer is based on the  estim ation of the  friction coefficient a and the 
norm alized friction / ,  using an assum ed correct dynam ic m odel for / .  Specifically
a = za +  A'0d iag { /}£ /'u  (7.10)
/  =  z j  + K j i x  + K j2v (7.11)
w ith
z a = - K at i z g { U ' v } Z ( U ' v , f )  -  K ad\ a , g{ f } U ' M~ 1{x) \g(x,  v , w )  -  F] 
z j  =  - K j i V  -  I<f2M ~ 1{ x ) [ g ( x , v , w )  -  F] + ( ( U ' v J )
and
F  = U d m g { a } f  (7.12)
w here z a, z j  are the  observer states and K a , K j \  and K j 2 are th e  observer gains to
be chosen by th e  designer to  ensure convergence of the  error to  zero.
7.3.2 Generalized Tracking Observer (GTO)
A ssum ing th a t  F  is th e  estim ate  vector of F ,  the  following a lte rn a te  observer to 
estim ate  th e  dynam ic friction vector F  is proposed.
F  = z  +  AT® +  I<2v (7.13)
w ith
z  — —K \ V  — K 2M ~ 1(x) [g(x , v ,w)  — F] (7.14)
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w here AT and K 2 are m atrices to  be chosen by the designer to  ensure convergence 
of th e  erro r to zero.
7.4 Selection of Gains and Error Analysis
To determ ine th e  gains AT, A'2, AT, A /i  and I<j2 the  error betw een th e  tru e  and the
estim ated  friction param eters is considered.
7.4.1 Generalized Dynamic Friction Observer (GDFO)
For th is  observer two sets of differential equations are needed to  describe th e  propa­
gation  of th e  error. Define
en — a — a (7.15)
e ,  =  / - /  ( 7 . 1 6 )
T hen , d ifferentiating equations (7.15) and (7.16) and using (7.10) and (7.11), yields
e / =  f - f
=  i i U ' v i f )  - Z j  -  K j \ V  -  I \ j 2M ~ 1(x ) \ g ( x , v , w)  -  t/d ia g { a } /]
=  K f2M ~ 1(x)  £f[d iag{/}ea + d ia g { a } e y -  diag{ea}e/] +  £ ( U ' v , f )  - £ { U ' v , f )
(7.17)
and
ea =  a — a
=  —za -  A"ad ia g { f / 'u } / -  A'ad iag{/}f7 'n
=  K a[dia,g{U'v}Kf2 +  d iag { f } U ' ] M ~ l (x)  t / [d ia g { /} e a +  d iag{a}e /
-d ia g { e a}ey] (7.18)
T he equilibrium  point for th e  above differential equations (7.17) and  (7.18), is 
th e  origin, as it can easily be shown, i.e., e/0 =  e„0 =  0 . T he  local s tab ility  for the
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$ n  $ 12 
$21 $22
e=0
A nalytically, we have
$ „  =  K j 2M ~ \ x ) U d d ^ g { a }  +  
$ 1 2  =  K f2K ~ 1Udi&g{f}  
$ 2 1  =  K a[d\a.g{U'v}Kj2 +  d m g { f } U ' ] M ~ 1(x)  f/d iag{a}
d t ( U ' v J )  
d f
(7.19)
$ 22 =  K a[dmg{U,v } K j 2 + d m g { f } U ' ] M - l ( x ) U d m g { f }
To assure local exponential stability, the  gains K a and  K j 2 , should be picked 
such th a t the  eigenvalues of tJ/ lie in the open left half plane, | | ^ | |  is bounded and 
I l l ' l l  is sufficient sm all. N otice th a t K j \  doesn’t appear in m atrix  therefore there  
is no restric tion  on how to  choose it.
7.4.2 Generalized Tracking Observer (GTO)
Consider the  error ep  between the  friction force F  and its es tim ate  F:
ep = F  — F (7.20)
D ifferentiating bo th  sides of the  above equation  and using equations (7.7) through 
(7.12), the  following analy tic  expression, th a t describes th e  ra te  of change of the  
error ep,  yields
ep = F  — F  
=  F  — z — K \ v  — K 2v
= K 2M - \ x ) e F + F  (7.21)
T he  above differential equation is not homogeneous if vector F  is no t a constan t. If
th e  gain K 2 is picked to  ensure exponential stab ility  and F  is bounded, th e  e rro r will
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be bounded in a neighborhood of the origin (B rockett, 1970). N otice th a t there is 
no any condition im posed on th e  gain AT-
N ext, it will be shown th a t th e  ra te  of change of th e  friction vector F  is bounded 
when th e  norm alized friction vector elem ents /,• are bounded.
T he friction force vector is w ritten  in the form:
F  = U A  f  (7.22)
T hen , d ifferentiating the above equation, yields
F  = U A f  + U A f  + U A f  (7.23)
Since th e  friction coefficients a; are constants, m atrix  A  is constan t and A  is zero. 
M atrix  U  is in general a  function of the  positions x.  I t is reasonable to  assum e th a t 
th e  s ta tes  x  as well as the  velocities are bounded and so m atrices U and  U.  It is 
reasonable also to  assum e th e  norm alized friction vector /  to  be bounded when the 
system  velocities and accelerations are bounded. In add ition , vector /  is bounded 
since, by assum ption a t th e  s ta tem en t of the  problem , £t-(u ;,/i)  are bounded when V{ 
and  f i  are both  bounded. Finally, since all the term s of equation  (7.23) are bounded, 
F  is bounded.
7.5 Friction Estimation W ithout Velocity M easurements
In th e  foregoing analysis, assum ing th a t the  en tire s ta te  vector of th e  system  is 
available for m easurem ents, two nonlinear observers to  es tim a te  th e  friction force 
vector were proposed. In th is section, however, only th e  position  x  is assum ed 
to  be  m easurable. Therefore, in order to  estim ate the  unm easurab le  velocities, an 
add itiona l nonlinear reduced order s ta te  observer is used. This observer is com bined 
in cascade w ith the  observers of the  previous sections to  es tim ate  the  friction vector.
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7.5.1 Velocity Observer “Architecture”
A ssum ing th a t v  represents the estim ate of the velocity v,  the  observer to es tim ate  
th e  velocity is:
i) = z v + K vx  (7.24)
w ith
z v =  - K vv + M ~ l {x) [g (x , v ,w)  -  A] (7.25)
where K v is th e  designed param eter m atrix .
T he  la tte r  observer uses as inputs th e  m easurem ents of th e  positions x  as well 
as th e  estim ates of th e  previously proposed observers (7.10)-(7.12) or (7.13)—(7.14), 
to  es tim ate  th e  velocities of the  masses.
7.6 Combining Velocity and Friction Observers
W hen th e  velocity observer is used, the  es tim ate  v replaces in th e  friction observers 
the  true  velocity v.
7.6.1 Generalized Dynamic Friction Observer (GDFO)
For th e  p aram ete r-e stim a tin g  observer th ree  sets of differential equations are needed 
to characterize th e  error propagation:
ev = v - v  =  qv(ev, e a, e f , v , F )  (7.26)
ea -  a - a  — qa(ev, ea, ej ,  v,  F )  (7.27)
e / =  f  -  f  = qj{ev, e a, e f , v , F )  (7.28)
where
qv(ev, e a, e f , v , F ) =  -A '„e„  +  M ~ l {x) [g(x , v ,w)  -  g ( x , v  -  ev,w)\
- M ~ l {x) f /[d ia g { / -  e /} e a +  diag{a -  ea }e/ -  d iag{ea}e/] 
<7a(e„ ,ea, e / ,u ,  F )  =  - A ad ia g { / -  ej}U' I<vev -  K ad\&g{U'(v -  ev) } ( K j i  + A 7 2AT)e„ 
<7/(cu, ea, ey, v , A) =  (A j \  T  A j2F v')^v T  ^(^i f )  f  ^ /)
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d ev dea dej
dqa dqa dqa
dev dea de j
dqj dqj dqj_
dev dea dej
$„ $ 1 2 $
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e v = e  j  = e a = 0
$ n  =  - K v + M ~ \ x )
d g ( x , v , w )
dv
$ 1 2  -  - M  ^ x )  f/d iag { /}
$ 1 3  =  —M ~ l (x)  £/diag{a}






=  0 
d t j v j )
dv
=  0 
d £ ( v , f )  
d f
T he erro r converges exponentially  to zero if the  gains I<v, I<a, I<jx and I<j2 are picked 
such th a t the  Jacobian  m a trix  has eigenvalues in th e  left half plane, | | ^ | |  is bounded 
and 1 1 1  is sufficiently sm all.
7.6.2 Generalized Tracking Observer (GTO)
Let us define the  errors ev and ep as follows
ev -  v -  v =  qv(ev, e F, v , F )  





qv(ev, e F , v , F )  = - K vev -  M ~ 1(x) eF +  M _1 (x) [g{x, v,  w)  -  g(x ,  v, u>)] 
qF(ev, eF , v, F)  =  — (Ah +  K 2F v)ev +  F
T he above differential equations are not homogeneous. If th e  gains K v, K x and 
I < 2  a re  picked to  ensure exponential s tab ility  and F  is bounded , th e  error will be 
bounded  near th e  origin (B rockett, 1970).
T he Jacob ian  m atrix  of th e  error equations is
$  = dv
- ( A /  +  K 2I<v) 0
(7.31)
If th e  gain m atrices can be picked such th a t has eigenvalues in th e  left half plane, 
ll®ll is bounded and ||® || is sufficiently small, the estim ation  erro r is exponentially  
stable.
7.7 Example: Two—Mass System (Continued)
Let us consider again the tw o-m ass system  ( Figure 4.2). T he  system  differential 
equations are
m i  h i  =  - ( 7 7 2  +  7 / 3 ) x i  +  7 / 3 X 2  -  F x
m 2 V 2  =  7 / 3 X 1  -  ( 7 / 1  +  t / 3 ) x 2 +  w — F2 (7.32)
whex-e F\ and  F 2 are the to ta l friction forces applied to  th e  top  and  bo ttom  mass 
respectively. Specifically
F\ =  m / i  (7.33)
F2 = —0 1 / 1  +  0 2 / 2  (7-34)
As a  dynam ic friction model is assum ed th e  reset in teg rato r m odel, which yields
/ 1  =  ci[u, -  v2 -  <£-1 (/i)]  (7.35)
h  = c2[v2 - r \ f 2 ) }  (7.36)
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where c i ,c 2 are constants th a t determ ine the  w idth of the hysteresis. T he function 
4>{v) is an odd function of the velocity which varies between ± 1 . The function <f>~l {f )  
is the inverse function of <j>(v). For im plem entation purposes su itab le  analytical 
approxim ations for </>(•) and its inverse will be used.
The problem  considered in this exam ple is the estim ation of th e  friction forces.
7.7.1 Observer “Architectures”
Generalized Dynamic Friction Observer (GDFO)
T he dynam ics of this observer are
0-1 =  Zal  +  -  v 2 )
0-2 ~  Z a2 +  A 'a 2 /2 U 2
f l  — Z f i  +  K j n X i  +  I < J 2 \ V \
f 2 =  Z j 2 +  K f l 2 x  2 +  K / 2 2 V 2
where
Zal  =  - I < a  l f l ( * > l  -  V 2 , f l ) [ v i  -  u 2 ] ~  I < a \  f l  {  ) “ * [ - ( 7 / 2  +  rj3 ) x l  +  TJ3 X 2 -  F X]
- ( m 2)_1 [ 7 / 3 X 1  -  ( 7 /1  +  7/3) x 2 +  W -  A ] }
Z a 2  =  ~ I < a 2 V 2 ^ 2 ( v 2 ,  f 2 )  ~  A ' a ^ T T ^ ) " 1 [ ^ X l  -  ( 7 /1  +  J]3 ) x 2 +  W  -  F 2 \
Z f i  -  6 ( ^ 1  -  h 2, / 1 ) -  A7 1 1 U1 -  A"/ 2 i ( m i ) - 1 [ - ( 7 / 2  +  7/3 ) x i  +  7/ 3 X2  -  A ]
Z f i  =  6 ( v 2 , / 2) -  F / 1 2 V2  -  A"/22(7n2) - 1 [7/3x 1 -  ( 7/!  +  7/3) x 2 +  u ;  -  F 2 ]
and
A  =  a-ifi
F 2 -  o2f2 ~ a-ifi
In the above equations, the  gains m atrices are assumed to be diagonal
I<a =  diag{ A'qi , A'a2}
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I<ji =  d iag{A 7n, A '/i2} 
K j2 =  diag{A72ii I< m )
Generalized Tracking Observer (GTO)
T he dynam ics of th is  observer are:
A  =  21 -  klxx x +  k2Xvi  (7.37)
A  =  z2 — k\ 2 x 2  +  k22V2 (7.38)
and
z\ =  - k n h  -  k2i { m 1) 1[-(r}2 + rj3) x i + r j 3x 2 -  F x]
Z2 =  ~ k i2V2 ~  k22 {m 2)~'l [r)3x x -  (t}X + r}3)x 2 +  w  -  F 2]
where
A j  — d i a g { & n ,  &i2}
I<2 =  diag{fc2i,  ^2 2 }
Velocity Observer “Architecture” .
A ssum ing th a t only the  position is available for m easurem ents, th e  observer to  
e s tim ate  the  velocity is th e  following:
61 =  zVl + kVlx  1 (7.39)
V2 =  zV2 +  kV2x 2 (7.40)
and
zVi =  - k y j i  + imx)  1 [ - ( 7/2 +  773)3:1 +  7/3 X2 -  Fi] 
zV2 = ~ k V2v2 + { m 2)~l [rj3x x -  ( 7/1 +  t)3) x 2 +  w  -  A ]












F ig u re  7.1 System  inpu t and transien t response.
7 .7 .2  S im u la t io n  R e s u l ts
For th e  sim ulations, the values of the  system  param eters are assum ed to  be m \ = 10, 
m 2 =  50, 7/1 - 100, 7/2 =  50, 73 =  20, a a =  10 and  a2 =  20. T he m easurem ents 
of the  positions are considered to  be contam inated w ith w hite noise w ith an rm s 
value of 0.1. T he input is sinusoidal w ith frequency n Hz. The system  inpu t and th e  
tran sien t response are shown in Figure 7.1.
As a  dynam ic friction m odel is assum ed the  reset in teg ra to r m odel. T he
function <£(•); in  th e  dynam ic friction m odel, is approxim ated  by
( D \ ( f  — 1 ) +  D 2, / >  1
{ D 2f ,  - 1  <  /  <  1 (7.41)
[ A ( /  +  l ) - T > 2, /  <  —1
w ith  D\  =  1000 and D 2 =  0.0001. T he friction coefficients aj and  a 2 are picked 10
and 20, respectively. The friction model gains ci and c2 are set to  100.
T he results for the GDFO are shown in Figure 7.2a. T he observer gain m atrices
used in the  sim ulations are
K a =  d iag{—30, —1 0 0 }
K / i  =  d iag{0 .0 1 , 0 .0 1 }
K / 2  = d iag{0 , 0 }
I \ v =  d iag{ 1 0 , 1 0 }
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Figure 7.2b shows the results for the G TO  observer. T he  observers gain 
m atrices, used a t the sim ulations, are
I<\ =  d iag {0 ,0}
K 2 =  d iag{-1 0 0 0 , -5000}
K v — diag{10,10}
As it can be seen from the sim ulations, th e  G DFO  observer th a t  is designed 
based on th e  ac tua l friction model perform s the best. T he G TO  observer is not able 
to  track th e  hysteresis w ithout a  high gain, which resu lts in a  high tran sien t response 
overshoot. A lthough it doesn’t cap ture the hysteresis effect accurately , it estim ates 

























































F ig u re  7 .2  (a) Perform ance of the GDFO observer in es tim atin g  dynam ic friction 
F i betw een the two masses and (Fi +  Fi)  between th e  second mass and th e  ground 
(b) Perform ance of the G TO  observer in estim ating  th e  system  friction forces.
C H A PTER  8
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF FRICTION ESTIMATION AND  
COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter experim ental results are reported on friction estim ation  and com pen­
sation. T he goal of this experim ental study is to help understand  the na tu re  of 
friction as well as to  dem onstrate the effectiveness of th e  algorithm s proposed in the  
previous chapters.
T he results reported in this chapter are a com parative study  of four m ethods 
for estim ating  and cancelling the  friction between two parallel rubbing surfaces. Four 
different observers are investigated for estim ating the friction force. T he first observer 
(C FO ) is designed based on the classic Coulomb friction model; the  second (T O ) 
tracks th e  friction force as if it were an unknown bias; th e  th ird  (D FO a) is based 
on th e  reset in tegrator dynam ic model; and the fourth (D FO b) is based on D ah l’s 
m odel of friction. The above observers were presented in C hapters 2, 3 and 6.
T he results dem onstrate not only the friction cancellation bu t also show the  
advantages and disadvantages of a  dynam ic friction description versus th e  classical 
“zero m em ory” friction representation.
8.2 Experimental Apparatus
T he experim ental apparatus used is shown in Figure 8.1. It consists of a m otor 
driving one of two parallel m etal circular plates. The position  of the  fixed p la te  can 
be ad justed  w ith a m icrom eter screw thereby adjusting th e  norm al force and hence 
th e  level of friction. A ttached to the fixed surface is a  disk of m ateria l to be used in 
th e  experim ent.
T he movable plate is driven by a  d -c  motor, the  angular position of which 
is m easured by an increm ental encoder with an effective resolution of 2000 pulses
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F ig u re  8 .1  E xperim ental appara tus.
per revolution. T hrough an interfacing circuit consisting of a  H ew le tt-P ackard  
HCTL2016 counter and some o ther interfacing logic, the o u tp u t of th e  encoder 
is tran sm itted  to  an IBM D ata  A cquisition and  C ontrol A dap ter (D ACA ) board 
residing in an  M S-D O S (386-20) personal com puter where th e  position  count is 
converted to  a  16 bit word. The algorithm  to  be evaluated is coded in C and im ple­
m ented on th e  386-20. T he resulting control signal com m and, genera ted  by the  
DACA board , is ex ternally  amplified in a power am plifier to  provide th e  in p u t to  the  
brushes of th e  m otor (F igure 8.2) .
T he experim ents, whose results are reported  here, were conducted  w ith a 
sam pling frequency of 100 Hz; the integrals in the  algorithm s described below were 
com puted num erically  using a first-o rder E uler scheme.
T he algorithm s were tested  by applying an in ternally -generated  square wave 











F ig u r e  8 .2  Experim ent configuration.
s ta te  position error ( “hang-off” ) proportional to  th e  m agn itude of the friction force 
which increases as the fixed p la te  is pressed harder against th e  movable p late.
8 .3  A lg o r i th m s
T he goal of this experim ent is to evaluate the estim ation  and  cancellation of friction. 
To this end, four different friction observers were stud ied  and  com pared. Each 
observer comprises a velocity observer (which furnishes an estim ate  of the  relative 
angular velocity of the  surfaces) driving the friction observer under investigation.
A n g u la r  v e lo c ity  e s t im a t io n
T he dynam ics of the velocity observer are defined by
+  k^O (8-1)
zw -  —F  +  w -  kwu: (8.2)
where Cj is the estim ate of the  angular velocity uj and kw is the scalar designed 
observer param eter.
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T he la tte r  observer uses as inputs the  m easurem ents of th e  position 0, the  
e s tim ate  F  of th e  friction force F, the  external inpu t w and  estim ates th e  shaft 
angu lar velocity
Friction estimation
For th e  analysis, th e  friction force F  is assum ed of the  form
F  = a f  (8.3)
w here th e  p aram eter a is the  coefficient of friction th a t m ultip lies th e  norm alized 
friction / .
Defining a , /  and F  to represent the estim ates of a , /  and  F ,  respectively, the 
dynam ics of th e  four friction observers are as follows:
Coulomb Friction Observer (CFO)
T his observer is estim ating  the  friction coefficient a under th e  assum ption  th a t /  =  
sgn(tu), and is given by
F  = (zf  F  kp  | cu |)sgn(tu) (8.4)
zf  = —kFiw — F)sgn(ifi) (8-5)
w here zp  is th e  observer s ta te , and  kp  is th e  observer gain to  be chosen by the  
designer to  ensure convergence of the  error to  zero, while 0 and  u> are the  relative 
position  and  velocity of the surfaces, respectively.
Tracking Observer (TO)
T his observer is based on the tracking of the  to ta l friction force F .  Its  dynam ics are 
given by:
F  — z  +  k\6  +  k 2 <-o (8-6)
i  =  —k-l{b — k2{v — F )  (8-7)
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where 2  is th e  observer s ta te  and ki ,  k2 are th e  observer gains to  be chosen by the  
designer to  ensure convergence of the error to  zero.
“Reset Integrator M odel” Based Observer (DFOa)
This observer is based on estim ating the  friction coefficient a and th e  norm alized
friction force / ,  using an assum ed dynam ic m odel for / .  In accordance w ith the
theory developed in C hapter 4, the observer dynam ics are defined by
a = za +  kaf u  (8.8)
/  =  Zf +  kfiO +  kf2u) (8.9)
w ith
Z a  =  —kacu}2 + kacCj(j)s l ( f ) +  kaa f 2 -  kaf u
£j = - k f i i b  -  kJ2(v  -  a f )  + c(u -  </>-1 ( / ) )
and
F  — a f  (8.10)
where z a, z j  are th e  observer sta tes and ka , kj \  and k j 2 are the  observer gains to  be 
chosen by the  designer to  ensure convergence of th e  erro r to  zero. T h e  constan t c 
determ ines th e  w id th  of the hysteresis of the  friction a t low velocities and  is
th e  inverse function of an odd function th a t varies between ± 1 . For im plem en­
ta tio n  purposes su itab le  analytical approxim ations for d>(-) and its  inverse would be 
used.
“Dahl M odel” Based Observer (DFOb)
T his observer has sim ilar s truc tu re  to the D FO a observer. It is designed, however,
based on the  Dahl friction model. In accordance w ith the theory  developed in
C hap ter 6, th e  observer dynam ics are defined by
a — za +  k,ifui (8-11)
/  — z j  +  k<i\ 9 +  kd 2lu (8.12)
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w ith
za = - k dcw2\l -  /sg n (w )|'sg n (l -  sgn(d>)) -  k df ( w -  f a )  
z'f = - k dlib -  kd2{ v -  a f )  +  c u \l  -  /sg n (w ) |'s g n ( l - s g n (w ) )
and
F  = a f  (8.13)
where za, zj are the  observer s ta tes  and kd, kd\ and  kd2 are th e  observer gains to  be 
chosen by th e  designer to  ensure convergence of th e  erro r to  zero.
8.3.1 Friction Cancellation
T he es tim ate  of the  friction force was also used to  cancel th e  actual friction developed 
betw een the  rubbing surfaces. This was achieved by m aking th e  in p u t voltage to  th e  
m otor w to  be
w =  u -+• F  (8-14)
where F  is the  estim ated  value of the  friction force and  u  is given by
u = -g \{ 0  -  0r(t)) -  g2Cj (8.15)
w here 6r(t) is a  reference angular position. T he coefficients g\ and g2 w ere selected 
to  satisfy desired perform ance specifications (F riedland, 1986).
All th e  above observers use as inputs the  angular position 9 as well as the  
e s tim ated  angular velocity u .
8.4 Experimental Results
A series of eight experim ents were perform ed, each in two stages. D uring th e  first 
stage  th e  parallel plates were separated; during th e  second stage they were b rought 
into con tact by adjusting  the  m icrom eter screw (F igure 8.1). During the  first phase, 
w hen th e  plates are not in contact, the observer estim ates th e  friction p resen t in
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the  m o to r alone. In the second phase, when the plates are in con tac t, th e  observer 
estim ates th e  sum  of the friction in the m otor and th e  friction developed between 
th e  con tacting  surfaces.
T h e  control law w ithout com pensation of friction is
w = - g x[e -  0r(<)] -  g2u
where 9r{t) is th e  reference square wave w ith am plitude 50 degrees and &> is the  
e s tim ated  angular velocity produced by the  observer. T he  feedback gains of the  
inpu t u were chosen as g\ =  200 and g 2 — 50.
To assess th e  capabilities of the  friction estim ation a lgorithm s and  th e  effec­
tiveness of friction com pensation, two experim ents were perform ed for each friction 
observer. In th e  first experim ent the  friction was es tim ated  bu t th e  estim ate  was 
not used to com pensate for friction; in the  second, the  friction was com pensated 
by generating  a  com ponent of control torque equal and opposite  to  th e  estim ated  
friction torque.
F igures 8.3a, 8.4a, 8.5a and 8.6a show the  reference and  ac tua l angular positions 
versus tim e, th e  e rro r between the  actual and  the  reference angu lar positions versus 
tim e, th e  frictional acceleration versus tim e and the  frictional acceleration versus 
velocity in th e  case where only friction estim ation  was perform ed; Figures 8.3b, 8.4b, 
8.5b and 8.6b show these quan tities with friction com pensation.
In th e  first phase of the  experim ents, where the  surfaces are not in contact, the  
m agn itude  of friction is small. W hen the surfaces are brought in con tact, the  friction 
increases substantially . The increase in friction shows up clearly in th e  experim ental 
results.
As expected , the  presence of friction affects the angular hang-off of the  m otor: 
w ithou t com pensation, the steady  s ta te  hang-off error increases w ith increased 
friction  (F igures 8.3a, 8.4a, 8.5a and 8.6a). Friction com pensation , however, all bu t 
elim inates the  hang-off and excellent perform ance is exhib ited . T he perform ance
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im provem ent is seen by com paring Figures 8.3a, 8.4a, 8.5a and 8.6a w ith  8.3b, 8.4b, 
8.5b and  8.6b, respectively.
Im plem entation  of the  DFO observers, based on dynam ic friction m odels, 
requires su b stan tia l experim ental tun ing  because of the  num ber of param eters  in 
each m odel. N evertheless, the  results of these observers are qu ite  sim ilar.
T he  track ing  observer (TO ) gives results between those of th e  D F O ’s and  the 
CFO . F igures 8.3b and 8.4b are very sim ilar as well as figures 8.4a, 8.5a and 8.6a.
T he p lots of estim ated  friction versus velocity shown for each experim ent 
em phasize th e  effect of adding the  ex ternal friction. T he lower level is due to  the 
friction in th e  m otor alone; the  upper level is th e  sum  of th e  friction in th e  m otor 
and th e  ex terna l friction. It is in teresting  to  note th a t th e  fric tion  in th e  m otor 
exhibits th e  hysteresis phenom enon observed by a num ber of investigators. W hen 
the  ex ternal friction load is applied the friction level increases b u t th e  hysteresis loop 
does not change very much. This suggests th a t th e  ex ternal load (d ry  fric tion) does 
not produce m uch hysteresis.
U pon com paring th e  perform ance of the  four observers, it can be inferred th a t 
the  CFO observer (F igure 8.3) seems to  give the  best results b o th  for estim ation  of 
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Figure 8 .3  System  transien t response and friction estim ate using th e  CFO  observer
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Figure 8.4  System transient  response and friction es t imate  using the T O  observer
(a.) without  friction cancellation (b) with friction cancellation.
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F i g u r e  8 .5  System transient  response and friction es t imate using the DFOa observer
(a)  w i thou t  friction cancellation (b) with friction cancellation.
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Figure 8.6 System transient, response and friction es t imate using the D FO b  observer
(a '  " bout, friction cancellation (b) with friction cancellation.^
C H A P T E R  9
CONCLUSIONS AN D RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Conclusions
Friction in a  control system  can be successfully estim ated  using one of th e  three 
observers presented  in this thesis:
1. T he “G eneralized Coulomb Friction O bserver,” (G C FO ), which is designed 
based on a  Coulom b friction m odel, perform s well in estim ating  no t only 
C oulom b friction but also “ex tended” Coulom b and dynam ic friction. In the 
case of dynam ic friction, however, it doesn’t cap ture th e  hysteresis effect very 
well. D espite th is fact, the  G CFO  observer dem onstra ted  excellent experi­
m en tal perform ance.
2. T he “G eneralized D ynam ic Friction O bserver,” (G D FO ), which is designed 
based on a  general first order dynam ic friction m odel, gives good results in 
track ing  a  friction model th a t contains hysteresis effects a t low velocities. The 
G D FO  observer perform s well no t only in sim ulations b u t also, in th e  exper­
im ents desp ite  the  fact of the  high com plexity of the dynam ic friction  models.
3. T he “G eneralized Tracking O bserver,” which considers friction as an unknown 
system  param eter, is the sim plest in s tru c tu re  It gives reasonable perform ance 
b u t no t as good as the m ore complex observers. M oreover, in order for the 
G T O  to  es tim ate  detailed friction characteristics, such as hysteresis, a  high 
gain is required. This results in a  large transien t overshoot.
All th e  observers presented use as inpu ts the  m easured “positions” and  “velocities” 
of the  system .
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W hen the  velocity cannot be m easured, it can be estim ated  using an  add itional 
observer in cascade w ith th e  friction observers. Use of th is velocity observer 
in troduces no significant degradation of perform ance in estim ation  of friction.
Friction cancellation has also been studied in th is thesis. Perfect friction cancel­
la tion  depends on the  system  topology and is not always possible. W hen th e  topology 
is su itab le , the  friction estim ates can be used to  cancel th e  friction (alm ost) perfectly. 
W hen th e  topology is no t suitable, partia l friction cancellation m ay be considered. 
A procedure for accom plishing th is was presented.
To verify th e  validity  and effectiveness of th e  theory  presented  in this thesis, 
several experim ents were conducted where all of the  observers were tested  for friction 
estim ation  and cancellation. W ith  a simple ap p ara tu s  to  produce varying levels 
of friction, four friction estim ation  and com pensation algorithm s were investigated . 
E xperim ental d a ta  were collected for each. T he experim ental resu lts verified the  
capability  of th e  observer-based  friction com pensators to  cancel th e  effects of friction 
in control system s. T he friction estim ates th a t the  observers give are reasonable 
in th a t  they  produce estim ates th a t increase as th e  load is increased and  th a t they  
display th e  hysteresis phenom enon reported by o ther investigators. T he experim ental 
resu lts  revealed th a t  all th e  algorithm s tested are effective for com pensation  of friction 
b u t behave differently in estim ation  of friction. Particu larly , th e  C FO  seems to give 
th e  m ost satisfactory  results. The TO  overcom pensate friction. T he D F O a and 
D FO b exhib it good perform ance bu t they are very com plicated to tune.
T he  results ind icate  th a t the  perform ance of a friction observer does not neces­
sarily  im prove as its  com plexity is increased. T he first observer based on th e  Coulom b 
friction m odel seems to  perform  the best, although it is qu ite  sim ple. T he  tracking 
observer is slightly sim pler, bu t its perform ance does not seem to  be as good. T he 
add itional com plexity of observers th a t are based on dynam ic m odels does not seeih 
justified  in view of the  perform ance they yield in cancelling friction. T heir use,
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however, m ay be justified when the  goal is not only cancelling fric tion , b u t also 
gaining a  b e tte r  understanding  of the underlying physics.
9.2 Recommendations
A com parative experim ental study of the  various friction estim ation  and  com pen­
sation techniques presented in the lite ra tu re  should be undertaken.
A theore tical analysis of the global convergence of the  estim ation  erro r to  zero 
is needed.
M ore also research is needed in the  case of m inim izing the  ill-effects of friction 
when th e  topology does not allow for perfect cancellation. W hen friction  cannot be 
cancelled, its  effects can be regarded as a  bias system  inpu t. T his m erits  fu rther 
investigation.
F inally, th e  general problem  of friction m odeling still rem ains. T he  algorithm s 
proposed by th is d issertation  could be helpful in this application.
A PPEN D IX  A 
MATRIX FORM OF FRICTION FORCES
C onsider a system  containing n  masses subjected  sim ultaneously to  several forces 
including Coulom b friction forces, w ith the  following dynam ic descrip tion
M x  = g ( x , v ,w )  — F  (A .l)
where th e  vectors x  and v  belong to  lZk (k  > n ) represen t “positions” and 
“velocities” , respectively. Here, g ( x , v ,w )  is the  to ta l non-fric tional force applied to 
th e  system , F  is th e  friction force, and M  is the  “m ass” m atrix .
N ext th e  general expressions of the  friction vector F  will be derived explicitly 
for th e  following cases:
1. C oulom b friction
2. “E x tended” Coulomb friction
3. D ynam ic friction
4. “E x tended” dynam ic friction
A .l Vector Coulomb Friction Force
It will be shown th a t for a system  w ith Coulomb friction, th e  friction force F  can be 
w ritten :
F  =  F (a , v) = U A  sgn(U'v) (A .2)
w ith
a =  [ai • • • a„]
A  = diag{a}
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w here U  is a  known m atrix , U' is the transpose m a trix  of U, a is a vector contain ing  
th e  friction coefficients (which we assum e constan ts), A  is a  diagonal m atrix  
con tain ing  all th e  different friction coefficients and v  is th e  num ber of th e  different 
friction forces applied to  th e  system .
T he following cases will be considered for th e  m otion of th e  system :
1. M otion w ith no constrain ts
(a) T ranslational m otion in one direction
(b) T ranslational m otion in m ore than  one direction.
(c) R ota tional m otion.
(d) T ranslational m otion on a  plane w ith ro ta tion  perpend icu lar to  th a t plane.
2. M otion w ith  holonom ic constraints.
For each of th e  above cases, th e  form of the  dynam ic equations and th e  friction vector 
characterizing  the  system  will be investigated.
A .1.1 Translational M otion in One Direction with no Constraints
By apply ing  N ew ton’s second Law of m otion to  a  m ultip le  m ass system  w ith  tran s i­
tional m otion in one direction, the  resulting dynam ic descrip tion  of the  system  is the
following
x  — v (A .3)
M v  = g ( x ,v ,w )  — F ( a ,v )  (A .4)
where
M  = d iag{ni\,  • • •, m ra}' and m, >  0 (A .5)
F (a ,v )  = [Fi(a,v), Fn(a,v)]'  (A .6)
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and the  vectors x  and v  represent positions and velocities, respectively. Furtherm ore, 
g ( x , v , w ) is the  to ta l non-frictional force applied to  the  system  and  F,-(a,u) is the 
friction force applied  to the  zth degree-of-freedom .
A nalytically, from  th e  definition of Coulom b friction, F i(a ,v)  can be w ritten  
as the sum  of th e  relative friction forces which are p roportional to  th e  sgn of the  
relative velocities of the  particu lar mass w ith  th e  o ther m asses, i.e.




F (a ,v )  =
aiosgn(ui) 4- a 12sgn(t>! -  v2) +  h a insgn(u! -  vn)
a20sgn(u2) +  a 2isgn(u2 -  ua) +  a 2nsgn(u2 -  vn)
(A-8)
a n0sgn(un) +  a„isgn(un -  ux) +  h a njn_isgn{u„ -  uB_j)
w here is th e  friction coefficient corresponding to  the  friction developed between 
th e  ?’th  and  th e  j t h  mass and a,o is the friction coefficient corresponding to  th e  friction 
relative to  a fixed base ( “ground” ).
N ext, considering the  fact th a t the  friction developed between two m asses is 
unique ( action =  reaction), i.e a,-j =  aji, it is shown th a t th e  following lem m a holds:
L e m m a  A . l  Assum ing  that a,ij = a,ji, matrices U0 and A 0 can always be fo u n d  such 
that
F (a ,v )  — U0A 0 sgn(U'0v) (A .9)
where U0 is a m atrix containing zeroes and ones and has dimension
n  x n (n  +  l ) / 2 ,  while A 0 is a diagonal matrix containing all the different fric tion
coefficients.
P ro o f :
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D ue to  th e  sym m etry  property, i.e a,j =  aj,-, and
a,-jsgn(v; -  Vj) -  —a, j i sgn(vj  -  u.)









a 12sgn(ui -  v 2) 
« i3Sgn(ui -  v3) 
a i4sgn (ui -  vA) 
a i5sgn(ui -  vs)
a i„sgn(ui -  vn)
a 30sgn(u3) 
a34sgn(u3 -  v4) 
a 35sgn(u3 -  v5)
«2oSgn(u2) 
a 2 3 s g n ( u 2 -  v3) 
a 2 4 s g n ( u 2 -  v4) 
a 25 S g n ( u 2 -  v s)
a2nsgn(v2 -  v„)
,d n = [ an0sgn(u„) ]
(A -10)
(A .l l )
(A .12)
(A .13)
a3nsgn(i>3 -  vn)
As it can be seen, dQ does not contain th e  elem ents a tysgn(u,- — vj)  if i > j .
F urtherm ore , let us rew rite equation (A .7), describing the  ith  friction force 
Fi(a,v) as follows
Fi(a,v) = ai0 sgn(vi) + ^  a,, sgn(fS; -  vj)
1=1, <^ 1
i —l  n
= ai0 sgn(iii) +  ^  a,ij sgn('Di -  Vj) +  a{j sgn(ut- -  Dj) (A. 14) 
i= i l=i+i
U sing p roperty  (A .10), equation (A .14) can be w ritten  as:
i — l n
Fi(a, v) = a,;o s g n ^ ,)  -  ^  aji sgn(uy -  u.) + a{j sgn(ut- -  vj) (A. 15)
1=1 l=i+i
A nalytically , w riting equation (A .15) for every i and using th e  vector d0
F i (a ,v )  =  a 10 sgn(ui) +  a X2 sgn(ui -  u2) H-h aXn sgn(hi -  vn)
= W\\d\ +  W\2d2 +  • • • +  w \ndn
where
u»u = [ l  1 1 ••• 1]
T he successive row vectors w 4j,  for every j  >  1 contain only zero elem ents.
F urtherm ore ,
F 2(a ,v )  = a20 sgn(ui) -  a12 sgn(vi -  v 2) +  a 23 sgn(u2 -  u3) +  • • • 
+ a 2n sgn(u2 -  vn)
=  w 2\d\ +  w 22d2 +  • • • +  w 2ndn
w here
w21 =  [0  — 1 0 • • ■ 0] 
w 2 2  =  [ 1 1 1  • • •  1]
T he  row vectors w 2j ,  for every j  >  2 contain only zero elem ents.
M oreover,
F3(a, v) = a30 sgn (u i) -  a 13 s g n fa  -  u3) -  a23 sgn(u2 -  v3)
+a34 sgn(u3 — u4) +  V a3n sgn(u3 -  vn)
=  u)3idi +  w32d2 -f w33d3 +  • • • T w 3ndn
where
w31 =  [ 0 0  -  1 0 ■ • • 0]
w32 =  [0  — 1 0 • • • 0]







T he row vectors u>3j, for every ,7 >  3 contain only zero elem ents.
Finally,
Fn( a ,v ) =  G n 0  sgn(hi) -  a ln sgn(hi -  vn) ----------- a n_i,n sgn(un_i -  hn)
— w n\d\ +  Wn2d2 -J- Wnsds +  • ■ • +  wnndn (A .19)
where
wnl =  [ 0  0  0  ••• 0  - 1 ] 
Wn2 =  [0  0 0 • • • -  1]
^nn — [ l ]
N ext we define m atrices such
' 1 1 1 • •. ... 1 -




0 0 -1 •• . ... o




'  0 0 0  . . . 0  ■
W\2 1 1 1 • • • 1
W22 0 - 1 0  . . . 0
™32 —
0 0 - 1
:
.  W n 2 . _ 0 0 . . .  0
0
- 1  _
W3 =
_ '  0 0  • •  0
^13 0 0  • •  0
^23 1 1 • •  1
W 3 3 ----- 0 - 1  • • 0













T he m atrices have dim ensions n  x (n — i +  1).
S ubstitu ting  equations (A .21)-(A .24) into (A .16)-(A .19) and then  using (A .6),
yields
F (a ,v )  — Uod0 (A .25)
where
Uo =  [Wi W 2 ••• W n] (A .26)
N ext, let us define the  m atrix  A 0 to  be
Ao = diag{aio, Oi2, «13, Clin, <*20, <223 , «2n> •••) Ort-l.TU °no} (A .27)
Using equation  (A .27), the  vector dD given by (A .11) can be w ritten  as






Vl r v 2Vl -  V2
v2 V3
Vl -  V3
Vl -  V4 , Vo2 - V2 -  V4
'■
. 02 -  Vn _. 01 Vn
1 } v 071 [ ] (A .29)
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In add ition , it can be easily proven th a t
V l ' 1 0 0 0  • • 0 V l
V l  -  v2 1 - 1 0 0  • • 0 v2
V l  -  v3 1 0 - 1 0  • • 0 v3
V l  -  V 4 1 0 0 - 1  • • 0 v4





v 2 0 1 0 0  • • 0
v2 -  v3 0 1 - 1 0  • • 0
v 2 -  v4 = 0 1 0 - 1  • ■ 0
_ V 2 -  vn
s  s






V 3 ‘  0 0 1 0  • ■ 0 v2
v3 -  v4
=
0 0 1 - 1  • • 0 v3
v4










Hence, su b stitu tin g  equations (A .30)-(A .33) in to  (A .28), yields
dQ =  A osgn(U'0v ) (A .34)
I l l
F inally , su b stitu tin g  (A .34) into (A .25), yields
F (a ,v )  = UoA osgn(U'0v) (A .35)
w here, the  m atrices U0 and A 0 are given by equations (A .26) and (A .27) respectively.
Obviously, U0 is unique for a particu la r A 0■ However, by changing th e  order of 
th e  diagonal elem ents of A 0, m atrix  Ua changes. Specifically, an  in terchange betw een 
th e  zth and  th e  j t h  diagonal elem ents of A 0 results in an in terchange betw een the  
ith  and  th e  j  th  colum ns of U0. Hence, m any different sets of m atrices U0 and  A a can 
be found such th a t equation (A .35) is valid.
T he  proof is com plete. A
T he represen tation  of the  friction vector F (a , v ) by (A .9) however, is too  general 
to  represent a typical m echanical system . The la tte r  has a considerably  sim pler 
topology for which
F (a , v) — U A  sgn(U'v)  (A .36)
M atrix  A  is diagonal and is ob ta ined  from A 0 after e lim inating  th e  known 
zero friction  coefficients a,j. M oreover, U is a  subm atrix  of UQ w here th e  colum ns 
corresponding to  th e  zero rows of A a, have been elim inated. T he m atrices A  and U 
obviously have sm aller dimensions th an  A 0 and Ua respectively.
F inally, representations (A .3), (A .4) and (A .36) can be generalized th rough  a 
u n ita ry  m a trix  transform ation  T  as follows
x = T x
v =  T v
M  =  T M T '  (A .37)
g ( x , v , w ) =  T 'g ( x ,v ,w )
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F ( a ,v )  = T 'F ( a ,v )
U = T U
since M  is a  sym m etric positive definite m atrix .
A .1.2 Translational M otion in More than One Direction with no 
Constraints
W ith o u t loss of generality 3-dim ensional m otion is considered.
A ccording to  the  results of th e  previous section, th e  dynam ic equations 
describing a  system  of n  masses in C artesian  coordinates are
x  = vx
y  =  vy
z = vz
M i)x — gx { x ,v x ,w )  — Fx (ax, v x ) (A .38)
MVy =  gy(x ,V y ,w ) -  Fy(ay,Vy)
M d z =  gz{ x ,v z ,w )  -  Fz (az, v z)
w here th e  mass m a trix  M  is given by (A .5), gx ( x , v x ,w ) ,  gy( y , v y,w ) ,  gz ( z , v z ,w )  
represen t th e  to ta l forces in the  x , y , z  directions, respectively, excluding  friction, 
w hile Fx (ax, vx ), Fy(ay, v y), Fz(az, v z) are the  friction forces in th e  th ree  dim ensions. 
F urtherm ore , according to (A .36),
Fx(ax , v x) =  UXA X sgn(U'xvx)
Fy(ay ^ v) =  OyA y sgn{UyVy) (A .39)
Fz(az , v z) =  UZA Z sgn{U'zvz )
E quations (A .38) and (A .39) can be w ritten  in m atrix  form  as follows:
x  =  v




x  =  [ x y z ]'
V  =  [ v x Vy  VZ ] '
M =  d ia g {M , M ,  M }  
g ( x ,v ,w )  =  diag{gx ( x , v x ,w ) ,  gy( y , v y, w ), gz ( z , v z ,w ) }
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N 1
A. 1.3 Rotational Motion with no Constraints
T his case is sim ilar to  the  one presented above. Therefore it will no t be investigated 
separately.
A .1.4 Translational Motion on a Plane and Rotation Perpendicular to 
that Plane with no Constraints
It can be easily seen th a t this case is analogous to  pure ro ta tio n a l m otion  or purely
tran s la tio n a l m otion w ith no constrain ts.
A. 1.5 M otion with Holonomic Constraints
Let us rew rite  th e  dynam ic equations describing an n -m ass system  as follows
M xx  -  gx(x , x , w) -  Fx(a , i )  (A .45)
w here th e  vectors x  € TZk and x  £  TZk represent “positions” and  “velocities” , respec­
tively. H ere gx ( x , x ,w )  is the  to ta l force applied to  the system , excluding friction, 
Fx (a ,x )  is th e  friction force, M x is th e  “m ass” m atrix  and a  is a  vector containing 
th e  friction coefficients.
It has been shown in the  previous sections th a t th e  friction for a system  with 
unconstrained  m otion can be w ritten  as follows
Fx {a, x) = UXA  sgn(U'xx)  (A.46)
w here Ux is a  known constant m atrix , while A  is a diagonal m atrix  containing all 
th e  different friction coefficients in a proper order.
Now assum e th a t the  m otion of the  masses is sub ject to  A holonomic 
constrain ts,
, £) =  0
ip2{x,t) — 0 (A.47)
i>\{x,t) =  0
T he coordinates of the  vector x  of the differential equations (A .45), under the 
constrain ts (A .47), become dependent on each other. Now, since th e  constrain ts 
(A .47) are holonomic, the coordinates of x  can be transform ed to  a  new set of 
coordinates q 6 TZm, which are called generalized. In these new coordinates the 
system  (A .45)-(A .47) takes the form:
M qq = gq{q,q ,w) -  Fq(a,q)  (A .48)
where M q is th e  new mass m atrix , gq{q,q, w) the new non-fric tional force vector, and 
Fg(a,q)  the  friction force. For the system  (A.48) the  following lem m a holds:
L e m m a  A .2 The friction force vector in the generalized coordinates q can be written 
in the standard form
F ,(a ,9 )  =  M s g n ( ^ 9 )  (A.49)
where Uq the new distribution matrix o f  the system friction  forces.
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Proof
To show th a t th e  friction force vector rem ains in th e  s tan d ard  form in the  
new coordinates g, equation  (A .48) will be derived explicitly  from  (A .45). To derive 
equation  (A .48), th e  Lagrangian equations will be used (Synge, 1942)
wher:e
and
d V d q ’ { d q ’ q
d E ' d E d E  ■
dq dqi I-Q 3 1
d E ' d E d E  ‘
dq dqi 9^ 771






In the  above equations, E  is th e  kinetic energy of the  system , is th e  generalized 
to ta l force vector in q coordinates and is the  to ta l force vector in x  coordinates as 
can be seen from (A .54). N otice th a t the  vector gx (x, x ,w )  m ay include conservative 
forces, which would have th e  form — ^  where V  is th e  po ten tia l energy (T im oshenko, 
1948).
T he kinetic energy of system  (A .45) is
E  = —x 'M xx (A .55)
and has a unique value independently  of the coordinates used to  describe th e  system  
dynam ics.
C onsider x  as a  function of q. T hen the following relations can be easily derived









dx i d x  i
dqi dqm
d x k d x k
. dqi dqm .
m  =  k — X
T  -  -  —
q d t q dq
Furtherm ore, using equations (A .59) and (A .55) yields
8E_
dq
_  d E  d x  
d x  dq 





Similarly, using (A .55) and (A .56)
d_E_
dq
dE _d i  
d x  dq 
= q 'T 'M T q (A.61)
D ifferentiating (A.61) yields
=  T',MT,it +  r , M T , q  + (T ,) 'M T ,q  (A.62)
S ubstitu tin g  (A .62), (A .60), (A .53), (A .54), (A .46) and (A .56) in to  (A .50) yields
T 'M T qq =  - T ' M T qq -f T'gx (x, i ,  w) -  T 'U xA b&l(U'xTvq) (A.63)
Defining
M n = T 'M T q
Uq = T'qUx 
9q(<h w ) =  Tq9x(x, Tq, w) — T'qM T qq
(A.64)
(A.65)
(A .6 6 )
(A.67)
equation  (A .63) takes th e  form  (A .48) and the  friction force vector is described by 
th e  s tandard  form  (A.49).
The proof is com plete. A
A .2 Vector “Extended” Coulomb Friction Force
In this case th e  friction coefficients a,- are w ritten  as
a% =  «ii +  a,i2e~ai3^  +  ai4\vi\ (A .6 8 )
where a,-i,a,-2 , 0,-3 and a ,-4 are constant coefficients and ut- is th e  ith  elem ent of th e  
vector U'v.





a n  +  au e +  a 1 4 |t>i|
a„ 1 +  +  a„4|iU|
(A .69)
or equivalently,
fll *• • o ' au  ■ • 0 a 14|u |i 0
0 • • a„
—




a ia K I
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Finally, the  to ta l friction force vector is w ritten  as
F(a, v) = U A V sgn(U'v)  (A .70)
where
A v = A i +  A 2e~A 3diag<l^l} +  A 4dm g{\U 'v\}  (A .71)
A .3 Vector Dynamic Friction Force
In the  case of dynam ic friction, each particu lar friction force is described as follows
Fi = a{ f i  (A .72)
and
=  (A .73)
where / , )  is a function th a t depends on the assum ed dynam ic m odel (Dahl, 
“reset in teg ra to r” , etc.)
In vector form the  to ta l friction can be w ritten  as follows:
F (a ,v )  = U A f  (A .74)
and
/  =  £ { U 'v , f )  (A .75)
N otice th a t £ ,(.,.)  m ay not be the  sam e as £,•(.,.) for i ^  j .
A A  Vector “Extended” Dynamic Friction Force
This case is a com bination of the “ex tended” Coulomb friction w ith the  dynam ic 
effects and is described as follows
F (a ,v )  = U A v f  (A .76)
where A v and /  are given by (A .71) and (A .75), respectively.
APPEN D IX  B
A SPECIAL CASE SOLUTION OF EQUATION A X  = B
Let us consider th e  following equation:
A X  = B  (B .l)
w ith A  and B  known real m atrices w ith dim ensions m x n and m  x /, respectively. 
M oreover, it  is assum ed th a t n > m and rank(A ) =  m.
E quation  (B .l)  has an infinite num ber of solutions. To find one of them , the 
following procedure m ay be used.
S tep 1 :  F ind  a cofactor D of the  m atrix  A such th a t D is a  square m a trix  w ith 
dim ension m  x m  and  rank(£>) =  m.
Step 2: A ssum e th a t m atrix  D consists of the i \ th, • • • imth colum ns of th e  m atrix  A. 
T hen , define a  m atrix  X  containing th e  i Uh, • • • imth rows of th e  m a trix  X.
Step 3: Solve th e  following equation:
DX  = B  -* X  = D~XB
Step 4: T he solution of the equation A X  = B  is
r v .  i _  f [Xkj] if i = ik V/: =  1 ,  • • • , m  
( 0 otherw ise
w here [X{j] and [Ap], are the i j th  elem ent of th e  m atrices X  and  X ,  respectively.
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